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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

 

i. England & Lyle have been commissioned by Allerdale Borough Council to undertake the 

Allerdale Retail Study 2015. 

 

Shopping Patterns 

 

ii. Retail forecasts suggest that in Allerdale there will be very little growth in convenience 

goods spending per head in future years. In comparison goods there is forecast to be a 

moderate growth in spending per head but at a lower rate than in the past decade.  Total 

expenditure on convenience goods in Allerdale is forecast to grow by 3% to 2024 and 6% by 

2029.  In comparison goods the forecast growth in expenditure is significantly greater with a 

growth of 38% to 2024 and 63% to 2029.  The potential for growth in retail demand will be 

influenced by the ongoing trend towards greater use of Internet shopping. 

 

iii. In terms of food shopping Tesco, Morrisons and Asda are all represented in Workington, and 

Sainsbury’s have a store in Cockermouth.  There is unlikely to be further interest among 

these retailers in opening further stores in Allerdale in the foreseeable future.  Any growth in 

demand for convenience goods shopping is more likely to occur in discount food shopping.   

Aldi have stores in Workington and Cockermouth and Lidl in Wigton.  Lidl also has planning 

permission for a store in Maryport. 

 

iv. Main food shopping is dominated by the Asda, Morrisons and Tesco stores in Workington.  

Sainsbury’s in Cockermouth also has a large market share of main food shopping.  The shops 

most used for top-up food shopping are Sainsbury’s and Aldi in Cockermouth; Asda (Moss 

Bay), Tesco and Morrisons in Workington; and Booths in Keswick.  Workington town centre 

is the centre most visited for shopping and leisure activities, followed by Cockermouth and 

Carlisle city centre.  
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Workington 

 

v. Workington is the largest centre in Allerdale in terms of all town centre uses, number of 

shops and retail floorspace.  Workington town centre has by far the largest turnover in 

comparison goods shopping, with several national multiples including Debenhams and 

Marks & Spencer.  The town centre has a reasonable offer of convenience stores but lacks a 

large supermarket.  We consider Workington to have a moderate level of vitality and 

viability with the comparison goods offer and accessibility of the centre being particular 

strengths.  However, the centre does continue to exhibit certain signs of weakness, most 

notably the range and quality of the convenience offer, the quality of the built environment 

in certain areas and the presence of prominent vacant units.  It is likely to accommodate 

most of the growth in demand for comparison shopping in future years.  However, it will 

face strong competition from Carlisle and the Internet. 

 

vi. There are three existing retail parks in Workington with a good representation of national 

retailers selling a range of bulky and non-bulky comparison goods.  It is however considered 

that any future bulky and non-bulky goods comparisons goods shopping floorspace should 

be directed to Workington Town Centre in the first instance.  

 

vii. In convenience goods the Workington catchment area has the highest retention level of 74% 

of spending.  There is potential for the future retention level in Workington to increase 

slightly to 76%. In comparison goods the Workington catchment area also has a relatively 

high retention level of 63% of spending.  There is potential for Workington to increase its 

market share for comparison shopping to 65% by improving its attraction relative to Carlisle. 

 

viii. In Workington there is adequate expenditure capacity in convenience goods for another 

medium-sized supermarket or discount foodstore.  In comparison goods Workington has 

capacity for additional floorspace, even in the short term, and a significant floorspace 

capacity in the longer term.  

 

ix. The household survey shows a generally high satisfaction with Workington town centre.  A 

third of respondents said that no changes or improvements are needed.  Of those that 
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mentioned changes or improvements, the main concern is about the need for more parking 

spaces and cheaper parking.  The need for improvements in the retail offer is not as evident. 

 

Cockermouth 

 

x. Cockermouth is the second largest centre in Allerdale in terms of all town centre uses, 

number of shops and retail floorspace.  The main attraction is the Sainsbury’s supermarket. 

Cockermouth has the largest town centre turnover in convenience goods because of 

Sainsbury’s.  It is an attractive market town offering a high quality shopping environment 

and a good range of independent shops.  We consider Cockermouth to be a healthy town 

centre with a high level of vitality and viability.  It should be able to build on its strengths as 

an attractive market town supported by visitor trade. 

 

xi. Cockermouth’s catchment area has a convenience goods retention level of 63% and there is 

potential for this to increase to 68%.  In comparison goods the Cockermouth catchment area 

has a lower retention level of 29% because of leakage to Workington and Carlisle, and this 

could increase slightly to 30%. 

 

xii. Cockermouth has a moderate capacity in convenience goods which could support another 

medium-sized supermarket or a discount foodstore.  Cockermouth also has a reasonable 

capacity for additional comparison shop units.  

 

xiii. Almost half of those respondents who mostly visit Cockermouth town centre said that no 

changes or improvements are needed.  Of those that mentioned changes or improvements, 

the main concern is about the need for more parking spaces. 

 

Maryport 

 

xiv. Maryport is the third largest centre in Allerdale in terms of all town centre uses, number of 

shops and retail floorspace.  It is a relatively compact centre focused on Senhouse Street 

which has the primary shopping frontages.  There is a high proportion of independent shops 
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but a lack of multiples and a high vacancy rate.  Planning permission has been granted for a 

new Lidl discount foodstore in the town.  

 

xv. The retention level of Maryport’s catchment is relatively low at 17% for convenience goods 

but it is estimated to increase to 28% as a result of the development of the new Lidl store.  

Maryport does not have any floorspace capacity in convenience goods in addition to the Lidl 

store which has been taken into account as a commitment.  The retention level for 

comparison goods is only 5%.  There is a limited capacity for further comparison floorspace 

in Maryport.  

 

xvi. Retail trends suggest that the role of Maryport town centre could decline and it is 

increasingly likely to become a centre that concentrates on providing local convenience 

shopping and lower value comparison goods.  

 

xvii. Residents like Maryport town centre mostly because it is close to home.  Most respondents 

said there is nothing or very little they dislike about it.  In terms of changes or improvements 

the main response is the need for more parking spaces. 

 

Wigton 

 

xviii. Wigton is slightly smaller than Maryport in terms of all town centre uses and retail 

floorspace, but it has about the same number of shops.  There is a reasonable 

representation of convenience goods shops, anchored by the Co-operative supermarket, 

and a wide range of comparison goods retailers, predominantly independents.  There is a 

particularly strong representation of service uses in the town centre.  Wigton currently has 

no vacant units in the town centre.  The environmental quality of Wigton is reasonable. The 

built environment in the town centre is of a high quality. 

 

xix. Wigton’s catchment area has a moderate retention level of 51% for convenience goods but 

only 14% for comparison goods.  Wigton has a small floorspace capacity in convenience 

goods and a limited capacity for further comparison floorspace.  Like Maryport, the role of 
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Wigton town centre could decline and it is likely to become a centre that provides local 

convenience shopping and lower value comparison goods.  

 

xx. Again most respondents consider that no changes or improvements are needed in Wigton 

town centre.  The limited responses on particular needs are too small to be given any 

weight. 

 

Aspatria and Silloth 

 

xxi. Aspatria is a small linear centre with a scattered grouping of retail and commercial 

properties along Queen Street, mixed with mostly residential uses.  It has no primary 

shopping area. There is a Co-op supermarket, a Spar, and a few other convenience goods 

shops.  Comparison goods shopping is very limited.  There are very few vacant units and the 

quality of the environment is reasonable.  It is a vital and viable centre performing a 

localised role serving the immediate surrounding area. 

 

xxii. Silloth is also a small centre, although larger than Aspatria. The primary shopping area is 

concentrated at the junction of Eden Street and Criffel Street.  The main store is the Co-op 

supermarket on Solway Street. Silloth has an attractive townscape based on its Victorian 

origins as a seaside resort.  Its retail offer reflects the role of the centre as a tourist 

destination.  There is a strong representation of service uses and a reasonably good 

representation of convenience and comparison goods shops.  Silloth’s main attraction is its 

high environmental quality.  Overall, it has a high level of vitality and viability.   

 

xxiii. Aspatria and Silloth will continue to meet very localised needs for shops and services.  These 

smaller centres may contract and concentrate on providing basic retail facilities for their 

local populations. 

 

Commercial Leisure 

 

xxiv. The household survey shows that the leisure activities that are most popular among 

Allerdale residents are visiting restaurants and pubs, going to the cinema, health & fitness 
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and ten pin bowling.  The centres most visited for these leisure activities are predominantly 

Workington town centre (except for the cinema), followed by the Plaza Cinema in 

Workington, and Cockermouth (for sports & fitness and restaurants & pubs).  

 

xxv. There is no quantitative need for additional cinema, bingo hall, health and fitness club or ten 

pin bowling provision across the Borough and, as such, it is advised that any proposals that 

come forward for additional facilities should be judged on their own merits in accordance 

with prevailing policies on main town centre use development.  However, it is clear that, 

where there is a deficiency of such facilities within centres, additional leisure provision could 

potentially lead to qualitative improvements to the overall offer of a particular centre 

thereby enhancing its vitality and viability.  It is considered that any major new leisure 

development proposals should be directed to Workington as the Principal Centre within 

Allerdale.  

 

Conclusions 

 

xxvi. The challenge for Allerdale in the future will be ensure that each of the main centres 

performs an appropriate role in the retail hierarchy, meeting shopping needs in their 

catchment areas and complementing each other in the scale and type of shopping they 

offer.  

 

xxvii. There is potential for new retail development in the main centres.  In convenience goods 

there is capacity for another medium-sized supermarket or discount foodstore in 

Workington and Cockermouth.  In comparison goods there is potential for Workington to 

increase its market share and it is likely to accommodate most of the future growth in 

demand for comparison shopping.  Cockermouth also has some capacity for additional 

comparison shopping.  

 

xxviii. Wigton has a small capacity in convenience goods but Maryport does not have any 

convenience goods capacity in addition to the Lidl store which has recently been approved.  

There is a limited capacity for further comparison shopping in Wigton and Maryport.  
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xxix. There is no quantitative need for further commercial leisure facilities across the Borough, 

however, it is is considered that any major new leisure development proposals should be 

directed to Workington as the Principal Centre within Allerdale. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Purpose of Study 

 

1.1 England & Lyle have been appointed by Allerdale Borough Council to carry out the Allerdale 

Retail Study 2015. 

 

1.2 The Study has been commissioned to update the West Cumbria Retail Study (2009) in 

relation to the Allerdale towns to form part of the evidence base of the Allerdale Local Plan 

(Part 2) in order to provide a detailed understanding of current and future retail trends, 

patterns and demands. 

 

Structure of Study 

 

1.3 This Retail Study is structured as follows: 

 

1.4 Section 2 provides a review of current and emerging retail trends. 

 

1.5 Section 3 assesses the established local and national retail policy context. 

 

1.6 Section 4 provides an overview of existing shopping provision within Allerdale. 

 

1.7 Section 5 examines existing shopping patterns and the roles of individual centres. 

 

1.8 Section 6 provides a summary of the health check appraisals undertaken for each centre. 

 

1.9 Section 7 sets out the retail capacity analysis. 

 

1.10 Section 8 assesses the qualitative need for improvements within the individual centres. 

 

1.11 Section 9 provides an assessment of the need for additional commercial leisure facilities 

within the Borough. 
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2. RETAIL TRENDS 

 

West Cumbria Retail Study (2009) 

 

2.1 The West Cumbria Retail Study (April 2009) contained a review of current and emerging 

retail trends.   In particular, it highlighted: 

 

 The effect of the economic recession in the period 2007-2008 on retail activity; 

 Closures of several national retailers such as Woolworths; 

 A slowdown in the growth in comparison goods spending nationally; 

 Strong competition between the leading food retailers; 

 A lack of demand for new retail floorspace; and 

 Growth in Internet shopping and the prospect of a major expansion of online 

retailing at the expense of shopping centres. 

 

2.2 The 2009 Study recognises that the retail property landscape across the UK has changed 

significantly over the past 50 years, with the emergence of supermarkets, retail warehouse 

parks and out-of-town regional shopping malls.  The Study also acknowledges that the retail 

market is continually changing as a result of shifts in demographics, planning policies and 

technological advancements such as online shopping.  The retail sector has faced continued 

and serious challenges in the years since 2009 and it is generally accepted that retailing is in 

a crisis situation.  Shopping habits are changing, particularly in the form of growth of 

Internet shopping, which is expected to continue well into the future. 

 

The Retail Market in the UK 

 

2.3 Total employment in the retail sector in the UK remained around 3.0 million in the period 

2001 to 2009.  It has fallen to 2.8 million in 2014.  Total retail spending in the UK showed 

steady growth up to 2008 then declined in the recession, only beginning to recover from 

2012 onwards. 
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2.4 The latest latest Retail Planner Briefing Note 12.1 (October 2014) from Experian shows that 

total retail spending per head in the UK (including special forms of trading such as Internet 

shopping) increased at an annual average of 3.6% in the period 1993 to 2013.  The average 

annual growth rates were -0.2% in convenience goods and 5.9% in comparison goods.  

Convenience goods spending per head declined each year between 2005 and 2013.  

Comparison goods spending per head increased annually during this period except in 2009. 

 

2.5 Experian forecast that, in the period 2015 to 2025, retail spending per head (including 

Internet trading) will increase at an average annual rate of 2.4%, with annual rates of 0.6% in 

convenience goods and 3.3% in comparison goods.  This is an improvement on recent 

performance in convenience goods but a lower rate of growth in comparison goods. 

 

2.6 The clearest manifestation of the effects of the recession on town centres was an increase in 

vacancies to around 14% of retail and commercial properties in 2011-2012.  There has been 

some improvement in vacancy rates since then but the average is still around 12% and in 

some town centres it is more than 20% of properties, with the highest vacancy rates in the 

North of England. 

  

Changing Patterns of Food Shopping 

 

2.7 A revolution is taking place in food retailing.  The leading food retailers have been through a 

very difficult period of trading in the last few years.  The market share of the food retail 

market taken by Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s and Morrisons has fallen from 75% in 2007 to 73% 

in 2014.  Tesco is the UK’s largest retailer with a market share of 29% of the food and 

grocery market, followed by Asda (17%), Sainsbury’s (16%) and Morrisons (11%).  In the 

same period Waitrose has increased its market share from 4% to 5% and is currently 

performing well, attracting more affluent customers. 

  

2.8 The difficulties faced by the leading food retailers reflect the fact that there is over-capacity 

in the market.  Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Morrisons have expanded their floorspace by more 

than the growth of UK grocery sales.  The larger firms have cut back their plans for new 

investment in response to a decline in their profitability.  Tesco has announced the closure 
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of some of its existing stores and abandoned plans to build a number of new stores.  

Morrisons is also to close some loss-making stores.  Sainsbury’s has scrapped plans to build 

40 new stores over the next five years. 

 

2.9 The recession has led to a growing emphasis among consumers on price and value for 

money in convenience goods.  The German-owned discount food retailers, Aldi and Lidl, 

have increased their overall market share from 5% in 2007 to 8% in 2014.  Aldi and Lidl’s 

business model enables them to offer basic and higher quality food items at relatively low 

prices.  Aldi and Lidl concentrate mostly on own-product lines which are cheaper than the 

price of branded competitors.  Both firms have major expansion plans in the UK.  Sainsbury’s 

has recently announced a joint venture with the Danish retailer Netto to open discount 

foodstores.  The four major food retailers are responding to the competition from the 

discounters by cutting prices on branded goods.  They are also benefitting from the growth 

in online food shopping. 

 

2.10 The other significant trend in food retailing is the decline of the weekly shop as some 

consumers prefer to shop more frequently nearer to home at smaller foodstores with less 

choice of products.  This has resulted in the leading food retailers developing smaller format 

‘convenience’ stores such as Tesco Express and Sainsbury’s Local.  Sainsbury’s has reported 

recent growth in its convenience store business reflecting the trend towards more frequent 

and local shopping.  To some extent, the major food retailers have effectively ‘cannibalised’ 

their own sales in large supermarkets by opening smaller convenience stores.  

 

Polarisation of Comparison Goods Shopping 

 

2.11 Most convenience goods shopping takes place outside town centres, as a result of the 

development of large supermarkets and superstores in edge-of-centre and out-of-centre 

locations.  Town centres have become the focus for comparison goods shopping.  However, 

in the recent economic downturn a large number of often well-known comparison goods 

retailers have gone out of business.  Those that remain are seeking to concentrate their 

businesses in the most successful trading locations.  There is evidence of a ‘gravitational pull’ 

of shoppers towards a smaller number of large retail centres.  These include the handful of 
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regional out-of-town shopping centres and the larger cities and towns.  The strong, more 

dominant centres are getting stronger and the polarisation of retail between large 

destination malls / centres and secondary High Streets is increasing. 

 

2.12 Local and neighbourhood centres are less affected, offering convenience, day-to-day needs 

and top-up shopping.  The middle ground towns are being squeezed — often leaking trade 

to the more dominant centres and having lost a number of multiples and anchor units during 

the recession.  Retailers are increasingly focused on the prime retail pitches, with the 

secondary and tertiary pitches deteriorating. 

 

2.13 The performance of shopping centres depends on the spending profile of the customer base, 

and that is tied to the economic conditions of the areas in which the shopping activity is 

operating.  It is generally accepted that there are too many locations for comparison goods 

shopping.  National multiple retailers have had a portfolio of 500-800 stores in the past but 

many multiples are now limiting their representation to the 100-200 largest centres. 

 

2.14 John Lewis has 39 stores and aims to increase the total to 60 shops by 2018 so that 97% of 

the UK is only a 15 minute drive from one of its stores.  Debenhams, the UK's second biggest 

department store, has 155 stores and has identified up to 70 centres where it hopes to open 

new outlets.  

 

Internet Shopping 

 

2.15 Experian data shows that the proportion of retail spending on non-store retail sales (i.e. 

Internet shopping) increased from 5.6% in 2006 to 12.0% in 2013.  The overall market share 

of Internet shopping is forecast to increase to 19% by 2021 and then level out at about 20% 

in the longer term. 

 

2.16 In convenience goods, the proportion of retail spending on non-store retail sales (i.e. 

Internet shopping) increased from 2.4% in 2006 to 7.6% in 2013.  The market share of 

Internet shopping in convenience goods is forecast to increase to 15% by 2021 and continue 

to increase to 20% in the longer term.  
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2.17 In comparison goods, the proportion of retail spending on non-store retail sales (i.e. Internet 

shopping) increased from 8.1% in 2006 to 14.7% in 2013.  The market share of Internet 

shopping in comparison goods is forecast to increase to 21% by 2021 and remain at this level 

in the longer term.  

 

2.18 These forecasts represent a significant increase in the amount of Internet shopping which 

will have implications for shopping centres.  The Internet is changing the way shoppers use 

the High Street.  However, most of the Internet shopping on convenience goods will be in 

the form of goods bought from stores and the proportion of non-store retail sales in 

convenience goods outside stores is forecast to increase only from 2.3% in 2013 to 5-6% in 

the longer term.  Excluding non-store sales from within stores, the proportion of non-store 

retail sales in comparison goods is forecast to increase from 11.1% in 2013 to 15-16% in the 

longer term. 

 

2.19 The major food retailers have been successful in developing their home delivery businesses, 

where goods are ordered online and delivered to where people live.  A significant recent 

trend is the growth of Click and Collect, which allows shoppers to order online and collect 

their goods from a store.  The new approach seems to be particularly well used in shopping 

for clothes and it has proved especially popular with Marks & Spencer and Next customers.  

Click and Collect is also being used for food shopping and it avoids shoppers having to pay 

for home delivery. 

 

Discount Non-Food Shopping 

 

2.20 Discount retailers, in general merchandise as well as food, are taking sales from the leading 

supermarkets and from comparison goods retailers such as Marks & Spencer.  The 

comparison goods market has become more competitive, in the same way as convenience 

goods, as consumers look for the best offers.  Although there remains a strong market for 

high value comparison goods, the market for lower-priced comparison goods shopping has 

grown during the recession and is expected to continue performing strongly. 
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2.21 In clothes shopping, Primark has expanded rapidly in the last decade.  Other retailers have 

benefitted from the trend towards best value in non-food shopping, as consumers seek 

value for money in a competitive market.  B&M Stores has been one of the fastest growing 

businesses in this market.  Poundland has also gained in popularity in the discount field as 

more shoppers look for value products.  Wilkinsons (now Wilko) has made recent growth by 

concentrating on household products, including home-brand items.  These trends suggest 

that there will be further polarisation of comparison goods shopping in the future between 

different types of centres, with the secondary centres concentrating more on lower value 

comparison goods.  Discount non-food shopping is likely to be a strong feature in the 

survival of smaller town centres. 

 

Retail Parks 

 

2.22 Retail parks were developed to provide an opportunity for retailers selling ‘bulky goods’ to 

locate outside town centres where development costs are lower.  Traditionally retail parks 

were dominated by retailers of white goods, furniture and DIY items.  However, in recent 

years, there has been a trend towards ‘town centre’ retailers such as Boots, Next and Marks 

& Spencer locating on retail parks where planning controls have been less restrictive.  Out-

of-town retailing remains popular with national retailers where they can comply with 

planning restrictions on the range of goods sold.  An increasing amount of floorspace in retail 

parks is being used by leisure operators.  The changing character of many retail parks 

towards non-bulky goods has been accompanied by an improvement of leisure provision 

such as restaurants, cinemas and health & fitness. 

 

2.23 The fastest-growing retail park tenants since 2012 in terms of floorspace are Wren Living, 

Poundland, B&M, Home Bargains, Smyths Toys, Poundstretcher, The Range, Dunelm, Pets at 

Home and TK Maxx.  Few of these are bulky goods retailers.  The recession has led to the 

closure of several well-known bulky goods retailers.  The DIY market is dominated by B&Q, 

the largest home improvement and garden centre retailer in Europe, but it is actively seeking 

to reduce the floorspace in its stores by 20%.  Focus, previously one of the largest DIY store 

operators, went into administration in 2011.  Home Retail Group plans to cut the number of 
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its Homebase stores by 25% by 2019, following a review of the chain.  Many of its stores are 

reported to be unprofitable or in decline.  In electrical goods, Comet ceased trading in 2012. 

 

Independent Shops 

 

2.24 Specialist independent shops are the traditional anchors of many High Streets, particularly in 

the more affluent towns and tourist destinations.  The presence of independent shops can 

be a key factor in the attractiveness of a centre, contrasting higher quality centres with the 

‘Clone Towns’ that have been widely criticised.  Some towns have a well-established base of 

independent shops.  In other towns, the departure of national multiples is creating an 

opportunity for independent retailers to occupy the available space. 

 

2.25 Markets represent a special form of independent retailing.  Street markets can be a 

distinctive selling point for a town, helping provide footfall that benefits other businesses.  

Consumers are becoming more concerned about where food is sourced from and how it is 

produced.  This has led to an increase in popularity of specialist food outlets such as farm 

shops, bakers and delis. 

 

The Future of Town Centres 

 

2.26 In  2000,  49%  of  retail  spending  took  place  on  the  High  Street.  This fell to 42% in 2009 

and was expected to fall further to 40% in 2014.  The traditional model of the High Street 

was a place where people visited to shop.  Retailing is an important element of a thriving 

town centre, but it is no longer sufficient.  Town centres of the future will have to adapt to 

perform different roles. 

 

2.27 While planning policies have slowed down the growth of out-of-centre retailing, there 

continues to be a trend in retail parks away from bulky goods retailing to the provision of 

‘town centre’ goods such as fashion and homewares.  Continuation of this trend will further 

challenge the future vitality of many High Streets. 
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2.28 Town centres need to move beyond retail and be vibrant places that people want to visit, 

including for leisure and recreation, local independent shops, culture, entertainment, 

business, community uses and public space, as well as their traditional shopping role.  

Centres will need to constantly evolve to remain economically vibrant.  They need to offer 

something different from out-of-centre stores.  Even successful centres where new 

investment will be concentrated will tend to have a greater element of leisure uses.  The 

smaller, less successful centres will have to develop a role which fits their position in the 

retail and service hierarchy.  Some will inevitably decline in attraction and their retail role 

will contract, with a change from retail to other uses.  This could be an opportunity for 

different uses to locate around a smaller retail and commercial core. 

 

Implications for Allerdale 

 

2.29 The prospects for the retail market nationally suggest that in Allerdale there will be very 

little growth in convenience goods spending per head in future years.  In comparison goods, 

there is forecast to be a moderate growth in spending per head but at a lower rate than in 

the past decade.  Therefore the potential for growth in retail demand locally is limited, and 

this will be influenced by an ongoing trend towards greater use of Internet shopping. 

 

2.30 The food retail sector is undergoing a period of cutbacks in investment by the leading 

operators nationally.  Tesco, Morrisons and Asda are all represented in Workington and 

Sainsbury’s have a store in Cockermouth.  There is unlikely to be further interest among 

these retailers in opening further stores in Allerdale in the foreseeable future.  Any growth in 

demand for convenience goods shopping is more likely to occur in discount food shopping.  

Aldi have stores in Workington and Cockermouth and Lidl in Wigton.  There may be potential 

for further discount foodstore provision. 

 

2.31 Workington town centre is the largest centre in Allerdale and is particularly strong in 

comparison goods shopping, with several national multiples including Debenhams and 

Marks & Spencer.  It is likely to accommodate most of the growth in demand for comparison 

shopping in future years.  However, national trends would suggest that Workington will 

compete with larger centres, notably Carlisle, for comparison shopping trade and for new 
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investment by retailers.  The risk is that there could be a decline in demand for retail 

floorspace in Workington, affecting the more secondary areas of the town centre.  

Workington already has a relatively high vacancy rate.  

 

2.32 The position of the smaller town centres in Allerdale is uncertain.  Cockermouth is a healthy 

centre and it should be able to build on its strengths as an attractive market town with a 

good range of independents, anchored by Sainsbury’s and with visitor trade.  The role of the 

smaller centres of Maryport and Wigton could decline and they are increasingly likely to 

become places that provide local convenience shopping and lower value comparison goods.   

Silloth and Aspatria will continue to meet very localised needs for shops and services. 

 

2.33 There are three existing retail parks in Workington with a good representation of national 

retailers selling a range of bulky and non-bulky comparison goods.  There may be pressure 

for relaxation of controls on the type of goods allowed to be sold in these retail parks, which 

could increase competition with the town centre.  Any further out-of-centre shopping in 

Workington could adversely impact on the vitality and viability of the town centre. 

 

2.34 The challenge for Allerdale in the future will be ensure that each of the main centres 

performs an appropriate role in the retail hierarchy, meeting shopping needs in their 

catchment areas and complementing each other in the scale and type of shopping they 

offer.  Recent trends suggest that Workington may struggle to support a high level of 

comparison shopping in the face of competition from Carlisle and the Internet.  

Cockermouth should be able to maintain its role as a market town but the smaller 

centres may contract and have to concentrate on providing basic retail facilities for their 

local populations. 
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3. POLICY CONTEXT 

 

National Policy Context 

 

3.1 The NPPF was published in March 2012 and sets out the Government’s planning policies for 

England and how these should be supplied.  The presumption in favour of sustainable 

development is at the heart of the NPPF and should be seen as a golden thread running 

through both plan-making and decision-taking. 

 

3.2 A key objective of the NPPF is to ensure the vitality of town centres and it indicates that 

planning policies should be positive, promote competitive town centre environments and 

set out policies for the management and growth of centres over the plan period.  In drawing 

up Local Plans, the NPPF advises that LPAs should: 

 

 Recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue policies to 

support their viability and vitality; 

 Define a network and hierarchy of centres that is resilient to anticipated future 

economic changes; 

 Define the extent of town centres and primary shopping areas, based on a clear 

definition of primary and secondary frontages in designated centres, and set policies 

that make clear which uses will be permitted in such locations; 

 Promote competitive town centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail 

offer and reflect the individuality of town centres; 

 Retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, reintroduce or create 

new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive; 

 Allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, leisure, 

commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and residential development 

needed in town centres.  It is important that needs for retail leisure, office and other 

main town centre uses are met in full and are not compromised by limited site 

availability.  LPAs should therefore undertake an assessment of the need to expand 

town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites; 
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 Allocate appropriate edge of centre sites for main town centre uses that are well 

connected to the town centre where suitable and viable town centre sites are not 

available.  If sufficient edge of centre sites cannot be identified, set policies for 

meeting the identified needs in other accessible locations that are well-connected to 

the town centre; 

 Set policies for the consideration of proposals for main town centre uses which 

cannot be accommodated in or adjacent to town centres; 

 Recognise that residential development can play an important role in ensuring the 

vitality of centres and set out policies to encourage residential development on 

appropriate sites; and 

 Where town centres are in decline, LPAs should plan positively for their future to 

encourage economic activity.  

 

Local Policy Context 

 

3.3 The Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) was adopted in July 2014 and sets out the strategic and 

development management policies for the Borough.  The Local Plan (Part 2) is currently 

being prepared and will allocate sites for a range of different uses such as housing, 

employment, open space and nature conservation having regard to the settlement hierarchy, 

the future role and function of each settlement / tier and the level of housing and 

employment growth identified in the Strategic Policies of the Local Plan. 

 

3.4 The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) sets out a clear presumption in favour of sustainable 

development and Policy S3 confirms that new development will be located in accordance 

with the spatial strategy and will be concentrated within the towns and villages identified in 

the settlement hierarchy.  The scale of development proposed will be expected to be 

commensurate to the size of the settlement and reflect its position in the settlement 

hierarchy. 
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Principal Centre Workington (including Harrington, 

Seaton, Siddick & Stainburn) 

 

35% 

Key Service Centre Maryport 12% 

Cockermouth 10% 

Wigton 10% 

Silloth 3% 

Aspatria 4% 

Local Service Centre Abbeytown, Allonby, Brigham, 

Broughton, Broughton Moor, Dearham, 

Flimby, Great Clifton, Kirkbride, Prospect 

and Thursby 

Up to 20% 

(In combination) 

Limited Growth 

Villages 

Blencogo, Blitterlees, Branthwaite, 

Bridekirk, Bolton-Low-Houses, Bothel, 

Crosby, Dean, Eaglesfield, Fletchertown, 

Glasson, Gilcrux, Greysouthen, Ireby, 

Kirkbampton, Little Clifton / Bridgefoot, 

Mawbray, Newton Arlosh, Plumbland, 

Skinburness, Tallentire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up to 6% 

(In combination) Infill / Rounding Off 

Villages 

Anthorn, Blennerhasset, Bowness-on-

Solway, Broughton Cross, Camerton, 

Crosby Villa, Deanscales, Dovenby, 

Hayton, Langrigg, Little Bampton, 

Mockerkin, Oughterside, Oulton, 

Papcastle, Pardshaw, Parsonby, Port 

Carlisle, Torpenhow, Ullock, Waverton, 

Westnewton 

 

 

3.5 The Local Plan (Part 1) acknowledges that town centres are important places for 

communities as they provide a focal point for business activity, social interaction and 

diversity.  Town centres have an important role in achieving the Council’s economic 
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objectives as vibrant and viable centres and have the potential to attract investment and 

visitors to the area, whilst improving the quality of life for residents. 

 

3.6 Policy S16 of the Local Plan (Part 1) confirms that the LPA will promote the vitality and 

viability of town centres by encouraging a diverse mix of uses in high quality environments 

which attract a wide range of people at different times of day and which are safe and 

accessible to all.  Policy S16 defines the following hierarchy of centres: 

 

Principal Centre Workington 

Key Service Centres Maryport, Cockermouth, Wigton, Silloth, Aspatria 

Local Service Centres As defined in the settlement hierarchy 

 

3.7 The Local Plan (Part 1) identifies Workington as the Principal Retail Centre in West Cumbria 

and the town will continue to be the focus of the majority of large retail, leisure, cultural and 

office investment.  Workington is identified as having a large catchment area and is 

represented by four of the leading supermarket chains. 

 

3.8 The Key Service Centres of Maryport, Cockermouth, Wigton, Silloth and Aspatria perform 

supportive roles to their catchment areas, offering key services to the local and visitor 

populations.  At present, only Cockermouth is represented by one of the leading 

supermarkets, which was identified in the 2009 West Cumbria Retail Study as ‘significantly 

overtrading.’  The 2009 Retail Study also identified that Maryport and Wigton suffer 

significant levels of convenience shopping ‘leakage’ to Workington and Carlisle, suggesting a 

further need for additional convenience good floorspace in Cockermouth, Maryport and 

Wigton. 

 

3.9 The Local Plan (Part 1) includes revised town centre boundaries to allow growth and 

adaptation over the plan period.  The Local Plan acknowledges that it is important that the 

centres are allowed to adapt to reflect their role as the social and cultural heart of the 

community and a wider mix of uses, particularly leisure and cultural uses, are encouraged 

and accommodated within existing centre boundaries. 
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3.10 The Local Plan (Part 1) confirms that the LPA will actively support a broad and varied mix of 

uses to promote the vitality and viability of town centres within the defined boundaries, 

having regard for the protection of primary and secondary frontages.  Main town centre 

uses will be expected to be located within the defined boundaries in line with the sequential 

approach.  Where the quantitative or qualitative capacity for retail or leisure development 

cannot physically be accommodated within the limits of the defined town centres, suitable 

sites will be identified on the edge of centres as part of the Site Allocations process.    
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4. EXISTING SHOPPING PROVISION IN ALLERDALE 

 

4.1 Surveys of the main centres in Allerdale were carried out by England & Lyle in February 2015 

as part of the health checks of centres.  These surveys recorded the number of properties in 

different uses – convenience goods, comparison goods, service uses and vacant properties.  

The data is more up-to date than the latest Goad Category Reports carried out by Experian 

Goad and we have used the most recent surveys in preference to the Goad data.  However, 

use the Goad UK averages of the proportions of different uses for comparison with our local 

data. Goad is also the most reliable source of data on existing floorspace in the four main 

centres – Goad data is not available for Silloth and Aspatria.  We compare the February 2015 

data with the survey results from the 2009 Retail Study which are based on Goad data for 

2008.  The number of outlets in the main use categories is shown in the following tables. The 

categories exclude a small number of miscellaneous office uses. 

 

Workington 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods 15 6% 15 7% 8% 

Comparison Goods 83 34% 86 39% 33% 

All Retail 98 40% 101 46% 41% 

Services 107 44% 97 44% 48% 

Vacant 39 16% 24 11% 11% 

Total Outlets 244 100% 222 100% 100% 

 

Cockermouth 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

 Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods 22 13% 15 8% 8 

Comparison Goods 52 30% 66 37% 33 
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All Retail 74 43% 81 45% 41% 

Services 85 48% 88 49% 48% 

Vacant 16 9% 12 7% 11% 

Total Outlets 175 100% 181 100% 100% 

 

Maryport 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods 13 10% 9 8% 8% 

Comparison Goods 33 25% 36 34% 33% 

All Retail 46 35% 45 42% 41% 

Services 54 41% 46 43% 48% 

Vacant 32 24% 16 15% 11% 

Total Outlets 132 100% 107 100% 100% 

 

Wigton 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods 16 16% 14 17% 8% 

Comparison Goods 29 28% 26 31% 33% 

All Retail 45 44% 40 48% 41% 

Services 50 49% 44 52% 48% 

Vacant 7 7% 0 0% 11% 

Total Outlets 102 100% 84 100% 100% 
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Aspatria 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods - - 4 17% 8% 

Comparison Goods - - 3 13% 33% 

All Retail - - 7 30% 41% 

Services - - 14 61% 48% 

Vacant - - 2 9% 11% 

Total Outlets - - 23 100% 100% 

 

Silloth 

 

Outlets Goad 2008 February 2015 

Number % Number % UK % 

Convenience Goods - - 4 12% 8% 

Comparison Goods - - 9 27% 33% 

All Retail - - 13 39% 41% 

Services - - 19 58% 48% 

Vacant - - 1 3% 11% 

Total Outlets - - 33 100% 100% 

 

Goad Centre Reports (Floorspace) 

 

4.2 Experian Goad Category Reports are available for Workington, Cockermouth, Maryport and 

Wigton town centres.  The details are included in Appendix 1.  The reports show the retail 

composition of the centres in terms of number of outlets and gross floorspace in different 

uses, the percentages of each use and a comparison with the percentages in the UK as a 

whole.  In this Study we are concerned principally with the floorspace data, as we have 

undertaken our own up-do-date surveys of uses.  The gross floorspace in the main use 
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categories is shown below.  The categories exclude a small amount of floorspace in 

miscellaneous office uses. 

 

Workington 

 

Use Type Floorspace sq.m  

(September 2013) 

Convenience Goods 31,800 

Comparison Goods 248,200 

All Retail 280,000 

Service 207,500 

Vacant 74,200 

Total Floorspace 561,700 

 

Cockermouth 

 

Use Type Floorspace sq.m 

(September 2012) 

Convenience Goods 50,500 

Comparison Goods 99,500 

All Retail 150,000 

Service 147,600 

Vacant 25,100 

Total Floorspace 322,700 

 

Maryport 

 

Use Type Floorspace sq.m  

(March 2013) 

Convenience Goods 33,400 

Comparison Goods 58,800 
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All Retail 92,200 

Service 82,500 

Vacant 28,000 

Total Floorspace 202,700 

 

Wigton 

 

Use Type Floorspace sq.m  

(September 2013) 

Convenience goods 29,600 

Comparison goods 38,800 

All Retail 68,400 

Service 80,400 

Vacant 10,100 

Total Floorspace 158,900 

 

 

Analysis of Shopping Provision 

 

 Workington 

 

4.3 Workington Town Centre contains contains 15 convenience units, equating to 6.8% of the 

total number of units in Workington, which is well below the UK average of 8.8%.  The main 

convenience provision within Workington comprises of an Iceland and Heron Foods and the 

offer is supplemented by the presence of a Food Hall within the M&S store on Pow Street.  

The centre also accommodates Greggs, Simply Drinks, Thorntons, Premier, Subway and 

Holland & Barrett, as well as a number of independent convenience retailers including a 

butchers, newsagents, sandwich shops and an E-cigarette store.  There is no main 

supermarket provision within the town centre, with the main foodstores serving the town 

located out-of-centre, including Tesco on New Bridge Road, Morrisons on Derwent Drive and 

ASDA at Dunmail Park. 
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4.4 Comparison goods outlets account for 38.7% of the total number of units within Workington 

Town Centre, which is only marginally below the national average of 40.8%.  The town 

centre, reflective of Workington’s position as the principal retail centre in West Cumbria, 

accommodates a number of major non-food multiple retailers, including Debenhams, M&S, 

New Look, Laura Ashley, H&M, WH Smith, Clarks, River Island, Next, Poundland, Home 

Bargains, Argos, Boots and Superdrug. 

 

4.5 The centre benefits from a strong representation in the ‘Variety, Department & Catalogue’ 

sub-category with the new Washington Square development anchored by a Debenhams 

department store.  Workington is also well-represented in the important clothing sub-

categories and the centre accommodates a number of the major fashion retailers including 

Next, River Island and H&M.  The centre also accommodates a good proportion of electrical 

retailers, including representation from the main mobile phone networks and there is also a 

reasonable representation of retailers in the ‘Footwear and Repairs,’ ‘Gifts, China, Glass & 

Leather Goods,’ Florist & Garden’ and ‘Sports, Toys, Cycles & Hobbies’ sub-catergories. 

 

Cockermouth 

 

4.6 A total 8.3% of the units within Cockermouth are occupied by convenience retailers, which is 

broadly consistent with the UK average of 8.8%.  The main foodstore within Cockermouth is 

the Sainsbury’s store located towards the southern edge of the centre at the junction 

between Station Road and Villa South.  The Sainsbury’s store performs as a main food 

shopping destination for residents of Cockermouth and the wider area.  The remainder of 

the convenience offer within the centre, with the exception of Greggs, One Stop and Simply 

Drinks, comprises of independent retailers including two butchers, a fishmonger, 

greengrocer, health food store, wine merchant, sweet shop and bakeries.  In addition to the 

in-centre provision, there is an existing Aldi foodstore to the west of the town centre on Low 

Lane. 

 

4.7 Comparison goods retailers account for 36.5% of the total number of retail and service units 

within Cockermouth, which is marginally below the national average of 40.8%.  The centre 

enjoys strong representation in the important ‘womens / girl’s and children’s clothing’ sub-
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category with 10 such outlets located within the centre.  However, there are no retailers 

specialising in the sale of men’s and boy’s clothing, although there are two stores providing 

mixed clothing within the centre.  Cockermouth is also well-represented in the ‘books, arts / 

crafts, stationers / copy’  and ‘gifts, china, glass and leather goods’ sub-catergories, which 

may be reflective of the tourism role played by the centre.  Furthermore, there are also 

stores selling cycling equipment and outdoor clothing / equipment, which is likely to be 

influenced by the town’s close proximity to the Lake District National Park and its associated 

outdoor activities.  The centre is also represented within the ‘variety, department and 

catalogue’ sub-category through the presence of Wilko on Lowther Went and there is also a 

strong representation of furniture and home interior stores within the centre. 

 

Maryport 

 

4.8 The total provision of convenience retailers is 8.4% comparable to the UK average of 8.8%.  

The convenience provision within Maryport is primarily focused upon top-up shopping 

requirements with the Co-Operative on Curzon Street comprising the largest foodstore 

within the centre.  There is also a Heron Foods, Premier convenience store, Greggs and 

Simply Drinks off licence within the centre, as well as a number of independent convenience 

outlets, including a butchers, bakery, sweet shop and newsagents.  The existing convenience 

provision in the town will be enhanced by the proposed Lidl foodstore (1421 sq.m net) that 

was approved to the edge of the town centre in February 2015 (LPA Ref. 2/2014/0386). 

 

4.9 Comparison goods retailers in Maryport represent 33.6% of the total retail and service offer 

in the town, which is below the UK average of 40.8%.  The only non-food multiple retailer 

within the town is The Original Factory Shop and the provision therefore consists almost 

entirely of independent retailers, including  four clothing retailers and three pharmacies.  

There are also a number of bulky goods retailers within Maryport specialising in the sale of 

furniture, flooring and DIY / hardware products.  Maryport town centre also contains six gift 

shops. 
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Wigton 

 

4.10 A total of 16.7% of the units within Wigton are occupied by convenience retailers, which is 

significantly above the UK average of 8%.  The primary foodstore in the town centre is the 

Co-operative foodstore, a moderately sized supermarket located on Station Road. The Co-

Operative store, alongside the recently opened Lidl on King Street, represent the primary 

convenience retailers in the town, although the Lidl store lies beyond the defined town 

centre boundary.  With the exception of Greggs and Spar, the remaining convenience offer 

within the town comprises of independent retailers including two bakeries, two butchers, 

three newsagents / off licences, a greengrocers and a fishmongers. 

 

Aspatria 

 

4.11 Convenience goods retailers account for 17.4% of the total number of units within Aspatria.  

The Co-Operative Food store which lies to the west of the village represents the primary 

foodstore within the centre and will primarily cater for the top-up shopping requirements of 

residents.  The remaining convenience offer in Aspatria comprises an off licence, a general 

store and a bakery.  There is also a Spar located to the east of the village on King Street, 

although this unit falls outside the defined retail centre. 

 

4.12 Comparison goods retailers account for 13% of the total number of retail and service units in 

Aspatria. The non-food offer consists of a Boots pharmacy, Post Office and an independent 

crafts and textiles store.  There is also a large agricultural co-operative store on Station Road 

to the south of the village, which, whilst lying outside the designated centre boundary, offers 

a wide range of comparison goods including clothing, footwear, farming products and toys. 

 

Silloth 

 

4.13 A total of 13.3% of the units within Aspatria are occupied by convenience uses, which is 

above the UK average of 8.8%.  There is no main supermarket representation within Silloth 

and the largest convenience foodstore is the Co-Operative on Caldew Street, which caters 
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for top-up shopping requirements.  There is also a Spar within the centre and an 

independent bakery and sweet shop. 

 

4.14 There are nine comparison units within Aspatria, amounting to 30% of the total retail and 

service offer.  The current offer includes a number of charity shops, a jewellers, a babywear 

store, a DIY store and a furniture store. 

 

Recent Developments and Commitments 

 

4.15 Since the preparation of the 2009 Retail Study there have been two large-scale retail 

developments in Allerdale.  A new Asda superstore at Dunmail Park in Workington opened in 

2010 and a new Lidl discount foodstore at Burnfoot in Wigton opened in 2011.  In addition, 

the former Netto foodstore at Moss Bay Road in Workington was taken over by Asda in 2011. 

 

4.16 Planning permission was granted for a Lidl discount foodstore west of Curzon Street in 

Maryport in February 2015.  The approved scheme relates to the provision of a discount 

foodstore to be operated by Lidl with a gross floorspace of 2,428 sq.m and net sales 

floorspace of 1,421 sq.m.  15-20% of the approved floorspace would be for comparison retail 

goods with the remaining floorspace devoted to convenience goods. 
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5. EXISTING SHOPPING PATTERNS & ASSESSMENT OF ROLES OF CENTRES 

 

Study Area 

 

5.1 The study area for the Retail Study is based on Allerdale Borough.  The study area has been 

divided into 5 zones for the purposes of the analysis of shopping patterns.  The zones are 

defined by postcode sectors which cover an area slightly larger than the administrative area 

of the Borough.  The study area is shown in Appendix 2. 

 

5.2 The study zones are the same as those used in the 2009 West Cumbria Retail Study but they 

exclude the zones in Copeland Borough.  The five zones are also shown in Appendix 2 and 

are as follows: 

 

i. Wigton area (including Silloth); 

ii. Maryport area; 

iii. Cockermouth area  (including Aspatria); 

iv. Keswick area; 

v. Workington area. 

 

Telephone Household Survey Analysis 

 

5.3 England & Lyle commissioned NEMS Market Research to carry out a telephone household 

survey in the Allerdale study area.  A total of 602 interviews were carried out in January 

2015, across the five zones.  To ensure a representative sample, 100 interviews were carried 

out in Zones 1-4 and 200 in the largest Zone (5. Workington).  The data was then weighted 

according to the population of each zone.  The analysis of shopping patterns has been 

carried out based on the weighted survey results.  The number of interviews and weighted 

responses are as follows. 
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Zone No. of Interviews Weighted Responses 

1 – Wigton 102 114 

2 – Maryport 102 100 

3 – Cockermouth 100 109 

4 – Keswick 100 58 

5 – Workington 198 221 

Total 602 1,004 

 

5.4 The nature of the questions includes the following topics: 

 

 Stores used for main food shopping and top-up shopping 

 Internet food shopping 

 Frequency of main food shopping 

 Mode of travel for main food shopping and top-up shopping 

 Spending on main food shopping and top-up shopping 

 Linked trips when doing main food shopping 

 Centres used for non-food shopping in different categories 

 Use of the Internet for non-food shopping 

 Use of shopping destinations outside town centres 

 Leisure activities and centres used 

 Likes and dislikes about centres for shopping and leisure activities 

 Changes or improvements needed in centres. 

 

5.5 The full household survey tabulations are included in Appendix 3. 

 

Food Shopping 

 

Main Food Shopping 

 

5.6 The table below shows the stores mostly used for main food and grocery shopping (Q01). 
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Store % 

Asda, Dunmail Park, Workington 18.1% 

Morrisons, Derwent Drive, Workington 15.3% 

Tesco, Workington 12.6% 

Sainsbury’s, Cockermouth 10.4% 

Aldi, Derwent Drive, Workington 6.5% 

Aldi, Low Road, Cockermouth 5.5% 

Co-Operative, Station Road, Wigton 4.5% 

Lidl, King Street, Wigton 3.0% 

Asda, Chandler Way, Carlisle 2.8% 

Booths, Keswick 2.3% 

Iceland, Pow Street, Workington 1.9% 

Morrisons, Kingsdown Road, Carlisle 1.8% 

Internet 4.9% 

 

5.7 Main food shopping is dominated by Asda, Morrisons and Tesco in Workington. Sainsbury’s 

in Cockermouth also has a large market share of main food shopping. 

 

5.8 The following stores are most used by residents of each zone for main food shopping. 
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Market Shares 

Percentage 

Zone 1 

Wigton 

Zone 2 

Maryport 

Zone 3 

Cockermouth 

Zone 4 

Keswick 

Zone 5 

Workington 

 

Asda, Dunmail Park, 

Workington 

5.9 43.1 7.3 0.8 23.1 

Morrisons, Derwent Drive, 

Workington 

3.4 10.8 8.9 - 30.5 

Tesco, Workington 0.7 9.4 8.3 - 25.6 

Aldi, Derwent Drive, 

Workington 

1.7 12.3 - 6.4 9.4 

Sainsbury’s, Cockermouth 4.1 2.4 39.4 17.3 1.2 

Aldi, Low Road, Cockermouth 0.7 3.6 24.9 3.2 - 

Co-op, Maryport 1.1 4.0 - - - 

Co-op, Station Road, Wigton 23.2 - - - - 

Lidl, King Street, Wigton 13.7 0.6 0.7 1.3 - 

Asda, Chandler Way, Carlisle 12.8 0.7 1.3 0.6 - 

Morrisons, Kingsdown Road, 

Carlisle 

8.6 - - 1.9 - 

Booths, Keswick - - 0.7 22.1 - 

Morrisons, Penrith - - - 13.1 - 

Internet 0.7 8.2 6.4 13.9 2.3 

 

5.9 Residents of Zone 1 (Wigton) shop mostly at the Co-op and Lidl in Wigton for main food 

shopping and also at Asda and Morrisons in Carlisle.  Residents of Zone 2 (Maryport) shop 

predominantly at Asda and other stores in Workington for main food shopping, to a greater 

extent than at the Co-op in Maryport.  Residents of Zone 3 (Cockermouth) shop 

predominantly at Sainsbury’s and Aldi in Cockermouth for main food shopping, with a 

minority shopping at stores in Workington.  In Zone 4 (Keswick) the most popular stores for 

main food shopping are Booths in Keswick but some residents also travel to Sainsbury’s in 

Cockermouth and Morrisons in Penrith.  Zone 5 (Workington) shows a very concentrated 

pattern of main food shopping with most residents using Morrisons, Tesco and Asda. 

 

5.10 Overall the Internet is used by about 5% of respondents for their food shopping but the 

extent of use of the Internet varies significantly between the zones.  It is particularly high in 
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the Keswick zone and in this zone most Internet shoppers use the home delivery services 

offered by Sainsbury’s and Tesco, which do not have stores in Keswick.  Zone 2 (Maryport) 

has a relatively high usage of the Internet for food shopping, principally via home delivery 

from Asda.  In Zone 3 (Cockermouth), Asda is also dominant in the use of home delivery 

services.   The reasons for choosing particular stores for main food shopping are shown in 

the chart contained below:  

 

 

 

5.11 The major factors in the choice of store used for main food overall are low prices / value for 

money and convenience to home.  

 

5.12 68% of respondents do their main food and grocery shopping once a week, 13% two or three 

times a week and 11% once a fortnight (Q05).  90% of trips for main food shopping are by 

car, 6% on foot and 3% by bus.  1% have goods delivered (Q07). 

 

Top-up Food Shopping 

 

5.13 72% of respondents make top-up shopping trips for staple goods such as bread and milk in 

between main food shopping trips (Q11).  The market shares of stores mostly used for top-

up food shopping are listed in the following table. 

 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

preference for retailer

delivery service

quality of food goods

habit/always use it

range of food goods

convenient to home

low prices/value for money

Reasons for Choosing Stores used for Main Food 
Shopping 
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Store % 

Sainsbury’s, Cockermouth 9.5% 

Asda, Moss Bay Road, Workington 5.9% 

Tesco, Workington 5.7% 

Aldi, Low Road, Cockermouth 5.7% 

Morrisons, Derwent Drive, Workington 5.2% 

Booths, Keswick 5.2% 

Marks & Spencer, Pow Street, 

Workington 

4.6% 

Lidl, King Street, Wigton 4.4% 

Co-op, Curzon Street, Maryport 3.4% 

Aldi, Derwent Drive, Workington 3.4% 

Co-op, Station Road, Wigton 3.4% 

Local shops, Workington 3.1% 

Co-op, Aspatria 2.6% 

Iceland, Pow Street, Workington 2.5% 

Market, Wigton 2.5% 

Asda, Dunmail Park, Workington 2.1% 

 

5.14 Use of the Internet for top-up food shopping is negligible. 

 

5.15 In Zone 1 the shops most used for top-up food shopping are Lidl and the Co-op in Wigton, 

followed by local shops in Wigton.  In Zone 2 (Maryport) the shops most used for top-up 

food shopping are the Co-op and Heron in Maryport, and local shops in Maryport and 

Dearham.  In Zone 3 (Cockermouth) the shops most used for top-up food shopping are 

Sainsbury’s and Aldi in Cockermouth followed by the Co-op in Aspatria and local shops in 

Cockermouth.  In Zone 4 (Keswick) the shops most used for top-up food shopping are Booths 

in Keswick followed by Spar and other local shops in Keswick.  In Zone 5 (Workington) the 

shops most used for top-up food shopping are Asda, Tesco, Morrisons and Marks & Spencer 

in Workington, followed by Aldi, the Co-op and local shops in Workington. 
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5.16 51% of respondents do their top-up food shopping two or three times a week, 32% once a 

week and 8% daily (Q13).  63% of trips for top-up food shopping are by car, 33% on foot and 

4% by bus (Q15).  The table contained below illustrates spending on food shopping within 

the Study Area: 

 

£ per week 

(mean) 

 

Total Zone 1 

Wigton 

Zone 2 

Maryport 

Zone 3 

Cockermouth 

Zone 4 

Keswick 

Zone 5 

Workington 

Main 

Food 

75.00 68.17 75.19 81.60 79.50 73.91 

Top-up 

Food 

22.36 23.59 19.50 26.79 23.30 20.33 

Total 97.36 91.76 94.69 108.39 102.80 94.24 

Proportion 

on Main  

Food Shop 

 

77% 

 

74% 

 

79% 

 

75% 

 

77% 

 

78% 

 

Linked Trips 

 

5.17 35% of respondents combine their main food shopping with a trip elsewhere.  The highest 

proportion is in Zone 1 Wigton (47%) and the lowest in Zone 5 Workington (29%) (Q08).  The 

following centres are most used for linked trips when doing main food shopping (Q09). 

 

Centre % 

Workington Town Centre 51% 

Cockermouth Town Centre 16% 

Carlisle City Centre 12% 

Penrith Town Centre 3% 

Keswick Town Centre 3% 

 

5.18 The main activities normally carried out when visiting these centres on linked trips are 

shown below (Q10). 
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Non-Food Shopping 

 

5.19 Questions were asked on where people mostly shop for non-food goods – clothes and 

footwear; furniture, furnishings and household items; electrical goods; DIY, hardware and 

garden products; and other non-food goods.  The market shares are shown overleaf. 

 

Market Shares 
Percentage 

Clothes 
& 

Footwear 

Furniture, 
Furnishings,  
Household 

Items 

Electrical 
Goods 

DIY Goods, 
Hardware 

and 
Garden 

Products 

Other 
Non-Food 

Goods 

Workington town centre 36 25 28 10 18 

Dunmail Park, Workington 4 2 3 - 3 

Derwent Howe, Workington - 5 19 36 - 

Morrisons, Workington - - - - 1 

Tesco, Workington - - - - 1 

Cockermouth town centre 1 8 2 7 5 

Lakes Homecentre, 

Cockermouth 

- - - 2 - 

Maryport - 8 - 3 - 

Wigton 1 1 1 2 2 

Keswick 2 1 1 2 1 

Carlisle city centre 26 16 12 7 9 

0%
10%

20%
30%

40%
50%

health services

sports/leisure/entertainment

travel to/from work

financial services

café/pub/restaurant

visit family/friends

shopping for other food items

shopping for non-food items

ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT ON LINKED TRIPS 
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Kingtown Retail Park, 

Carlisle 

- - 4 - - 

B&Q, Carlisle - - - 4 - 

Homebase, Carlisle - - - 2 - 

Penrith - - - 1 - 

Metro Centre, Gateshead 2 3 - - - 

Internet 11 6 16 3 34 

 

5.20 These figures have not been adjusted to exclude ‘don’t knows’ and respondents that don’t 

buy these goods, so they do not fully represent market shares of expenditure. 

 

Non-Food Shopping Outside Town Centres 

 

5.21 Respondents were asked how frequently they do non-food shopping outside existing town 

centres such as in retail parks and the results and reasons for doing so are shown in the 

charts contained overleaf. 

 

 

 

 

very frequently 

quite 
frequently 

occasionally 

rarely 

never 

NON-FOOD SHOPPING OUTSIDE TOWN CENTRES 
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5.22 Clearly the main reason shoppers use stores outside centres is the choice of shops.  Parking 

is a key factor, including easier and free parking.  Compactness / having everything in one 

place is also important.  

 

Internet Shopping 

 

5.23 Main food shopping by Internet / home delivery is carried out mostly at Asda (49%), 

Sainsbury’s (29%) and Tesco (22%). (Q02) All main food Internet shopping is obtained via 

home delivery (none by click and collect). (Q03) 

 

5.24 Respondents were asked if they make use of any of the following forms of non-food 

shopping (Q23): 

 

Forms of Non-Food Shopping % 

Home Internet shopping 62% 

Internet shopping via mobile phone 9% 

TV shopping 3% 

None of these 36% 

 

0%
5%

10%
15%

20%
25%

convenient

like a specific store there

free parking

cheaper/good value

stores that town centres don't have

change of scenery/day out

compact/everything in one place

better/easier parking

better/more choice of shops

REASONS FOR DOING NON-FOOD SHOPPING OUTSIDE TOWN 
CENTRES 
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5.25 The following types of goods are purchased via home Internet, mobile Internet or TV 

shopping (Q24). 

 

Type of Goods % 

Books  49% 

CDs, DVDs, Computer Games 41% 

Clothes and Footwear 37% 

Small Electrical Items 21% 

Toys 18% 

Major Electrical Items 17% 

Food  9% 

Furniture and Furnishings 7% 

Gifts / Collectables 5% 

Small Household Goods 5% 

 

5.26 Non-food goods that are bought online are normally delivered.  Very few non-food goods 

ordered online are currently obtained by ‘click & collect’. 

 

5.27 The following services are currently accessed via home Internet, mobile Internet or TV 

shopping (Q25): 

 

Services % 

Don’t use these services 43% 

Banking / Finance 32% 

Social Media 22% 

Information on Holidays 12% 

Accessing Household Bills 11% 

Catch-up TV 7% 

News  5% 
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Views on Town Centres 

 

5.28 The following centres are most visited for shopping and leisure activities.  

 

Centre % 

Workington Town Centre 54.1% 

Cockermouth Town Centre 16.5% 

Carlisle City Centre 15.3% 

Keswick 4.9% 

Wigton 3.4% 

Maryport 1.5% 

Silloth 0.3% 

Other Centres 1.6% 

Don’t Know / It Varies 2.7% 

 

5.29 Respondents were asked about their likes and dislikes of the centres they visit most, and the 

need for changes and improvements in these centres.  The findings are analysed in Section 8 

on Qualitative Need.  However it is only possible to carry out a detailed analysis of likes, 

dislikes and changes / improvements for Workington, Cockermouth and to a lesser extent 

Wigton.  The samples are too small to use the data for Maryport and Silloth.  

 

5.30 The analysis of household survey results on leisure activities is contained in Section 9 on 

Commercial Leisure Uses. 
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6. HEALTH CHECK APPRAISALS 

 

6.1 The NPPF encourages LPAs to recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and 

pursue policies to support their vitality and viability and promote competitive town centres 

that provide consumer choice and a diverse retail offer, which reflect the individuality of 

town centres.  The vitality and viability of individual centres is assessed through performing 

health checks and PPG confirms that the following indicators, and their changes over time, 

are relevant in assessing the health of town: 

 

 Diversity of uses; 

 Proportion of vacant street level property; 

 Commercial yields on non-domestic property; 

 Customers’ views and behaviour; 

 Retailer representation and intentions to change representation; 

 Commercial rents; 

 Pedestrian flows; 

 Accessibility; 

 Perception of safety and occurrence of crime; 

 State of town centre environmental quality 

 

6.2 Appendix 4 contains detailed health check appraisals of the designated centres within 

Allerdale against the key indicators outlined in PPG.  The key findings of the health check 

appraisals are summarised below. 

 

Principal Centre 

 

Workington Town Centre 

 

6.3 Workington is the principal retail centre in West Cumbria providing a wide range of retail, 

leisure, cultural and office uses.  The centre has benefitted from significant regeneration in 

recent years in the form of the Washington Square development, which is a fully 

pedestrianised part of the town centre accommodating a range of modern format retail 
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units and a relatively high quality streetscape.  Washington Square accommodates a wide 

range of national multiple retailers and, along with Pow Street and Murray Road, contains 

the primary retail frontages in the town centre and attracts the greatest volumes of 

pedestrian footfall. 

 

6.4 The comparison goods offer is a particular strength of Workington Town Centre and the 

Washington Square development is anchored by a Debenhams department store and there 

are a number of other major non-food retailers present in the centre including M&S, New 

Look, Laura Ashley, H&M, WH Smith, Clarks, River Island, Next, Poundland, Home Bargains, 

Argos, Boots and Superdrug, as well as the main mobile phone networks.  The centre also 

enjoys a reasonable service sector with representation from the main high street banks and 

a number of other financial and professional services, including estate agents, travel agents, 

accountants, solicitors and financial advisers.  There is also a reasonable provision of cafés, 

restaurants and public houses within Workington, as well as a high number of health and 

beauty related uses.  Workington also offers a number of cultural / community facilities 

including Workington Library, the Carnegie Theatre and the Helena Thompson Museum, 

although the existing cinema serving the town occupies an out-of-centre location on 

Dunmail Park. 

 

6.5 There is no main supermarket provision within the town centre, with the main foodstores 

serving the town located out-of-centre, including Tesco on New Bridge Road, Morrisons on 

Derwent Drive and ASDA at Dunmail Park.  The main convenience provision within 

Workington comprises of an Iceland and Heron Foods and the offer is supplemented by the 

presence of a Food Hall within the M&S store on Pow Street.  The centre also 

accommodates Greggs, Simply Drinks, Thorntons, Premier, Subway and Holland & Barrett, as 

well as a number of independent convenience retailers including a butchers, newsagents, 

sandwich shops and an E-cigarette store.  The range and quality of the convenience goods 

offer is considered to be a weakness of Workington Town Centre. 

 

6.6 Workington is considered to be a highly accessible centre and is fully pedestrianised around 

Washington Square and Pow Street, which are the areas of the town centre that attract the 

highest volumes of pedestrian movements.  It is noted that the secondary shopping areas of 
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the town centre, most notably Washington Street and Oxford Street, can be more difficult to 

traverse for pedestrians, particularly the less mobile, due to high volumes of vehicular traffic 

and limited pedestrian crossing facilities, however, pedestrian movement around the centre 

as a whole is relatively unconstrained.  Workington also benefits from strong public 

transport links with the town’s bus station located within the heart of the town centre at the 

junction between Murray Road / Oxford Street and there are also a number of car parks 

within the town centre that are well-related to the main shopping areas. 

 

6.7 The Washington Square development is considered to offer a reasonably good shopping 

environment with modern format retail units and a high quality pedestrianised streetscape, 

although there remain a number of prominent vacant units within the development which 

have a negative impact on this part of the centre.  The envirommental quality of the 

remainder of the town centre is relatively mixed.  Murray Road has benefitted from 

investment in recent years, including in the public realm, however the majority of units are 

contained within buildings with limited architectural merit and this is the case for the 

majority of the older parts of the centre.  The level of vehicular traffic on Oxford Street, Jane 

Street and Washington Street also has a negative impact on the environmental quality of 

these parts of the centre.  The eastern edge of the town centre does however lie within the 

Conservation Area boundary and this part of the centre benefits from a high quality built 

environment. 

 

6.8 Overall, Workington Town Centre is considered to have a moderate level of vitality and 

viability with the comparison goods offer and accessibility of the centre being particular 

strengths.  However, the centre does continue to exhibit certain signs of weakness, most 

notably the quality and range of the convenience offer, the quality of the built environment 

of certain areas of the town and the presence of prominent vacant units, most notably 

within the Washington Square development. 
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Key Service Centres 

 

Cockermouth 

 

6.9 Cockermouth is an attractive market town offering a high quality shopping environment.  

The town centre is anchored by a Sainsbury’s foodstore and also accommodates a good 

range of independent convenience outlets, including two butchers, a fishmonger, 

greengrocers, health foodstore, wine merchant, sweet shop and bakeries.  The centre also 

provides a reasonable range of comparison goods outlets with the sector dominated by 

independent retailers, although there are a limited number of national multiples present, 

including Wilko, Hallmark and Boots.  The proportion of multiple retailers across both the 

comparison and convenience sector is relatively low, however, this is considered to be 

reflective of Cockermouth’s role and position in the retail hierarchy and the lack of multiple 

representation is offset by the quality and range of the independent offer. 

 

6.10 There is a high proportion of service uses within the town centre, including a number of 

cafés, restaurants and public houses reflective of Cockermouth’s tourism role.  There are 

also a number of financial and professional services within the town, including 

representation from the main high street banks and the centre also accommodates a 

number of community / tourism uses, including the Kirkgate Centre, Cockermouth Library, 

the Wordsworth Museum and a Tourist Information Office. 

 

6.11 There are a limited number of vacant properties within the centre, which, coupled with the 

attractive buildings and predominantly well-maintained shopfronts and recent public realm 

improvements, contributes to a high quality shopping environment.  Pedestrian movement 

around the centre is relatively unconstrained and bus services to a range of local 

destinations are available on Main Street ensuring that the town centre has a reasonable 

level of accessibility, although the town centre car parks were well used at the time of our 

visit and it is felt that there could potentially be capacity issues during busier periods. 
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6.12 Cockermouth is considered to be a healthy town centre with a high level of vitality and 

viability and it should be able to build on its strengths as an attractive market town with a 

good range of independents, anchored by Sainsbury’s and with visitor trade. 

 

Maryport 

 

6.13 Maryport is a relatively compact centre accommodating a total of 108 retail and commercial 

units.  The convenience goods offer is predominantly focused on top-up shopping 

requirements with the Co-Operative on Curzon Street comprising the largest foodstore in 

Maryport.  The centre also accommodates a small Premier convenience store, Greggs and 

Simply Drinks as well as a number of independent convenience outlets.  The convenience 

goods offer of the town will be enhanced by the construction of a new Lidl store to the edge 

of the town centre, which obtained planning permission in February 2015. 

 

6.14 The non-food offer of Maryport is relatively limited with The Original Factory Shop forming 

the only comparison multiple retailer represented in the town.  The range and quality of 

service uses within the centre is also relatively poor, although the town centre 

accommodates a high number of public houses, cafés and restaurants and the main high 

street banks are represented.  The provision of other financial and professional service uses 

is extremely limited and there is also a relatively high representation of hot food takeaways 

within Maryport.  The town centre does however benefit from a good range of tourism and 

community related uses, including Maryport Maritime Museum, the Lake District Coast 

Aquarium and The Wave Centre. 

 

6.15 The majority of the town centre lies within the Conservation Area boundary and the retail 

and commercial units generally occupy attractive buildings with shopfronts of a reasonable 

quality and physical appearance, although certain units would benefit from a degree of 

investment.  There have also been certain environmental improvements undertaken within 

the centre in recent years, particularly around Senhouse Street and the Harbour area.  

However, Maryport has a relatively high vacancy rate and the presence of vacant street level 

properties has an adverse impact on the shopping environment. 
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6.16 Overall, Maryport is considered have a moderate level of vitality and viability but is 

exhibiting certain signs of weakness, most notably the vacancy rate and the limited diversity 

and quality of the comparison and service offer. 

 

Wigton 

 

6.17 Wigton Town Centre contains 86 retail and commercial units focused on High Street, King 

Street and West Street.  Whilst the town centre lacks main supermarket representation, the 

convenience goods offer is a particular strength of the town centre and includes a Co-

Operative foodstore and a range of independent convenience retailers.  The convenience 

goods offer of the centre has recently been enhanced following the opening of a Lidl store 

on King Street.  The centre also provides a healthy range of service uses, including a number 

of restaurants, pubs and cafes and financial and professional services, including 

representation from the main high street banks.  There is considered to be a degree of scope 

for improvement in the comparison goods offer and proportion of multiple retailers, 

although the existing level of representation is broadly reflective of the size and role of 

Wigton and is not considered to be a particular weakness of the centre.  There are currently 

no vacant units within the centre, which is a positive indicator of vitality and viability. 

 

6.18 The centre lies within the Wigton Conservation Area boundary and the majority of the retail 

and commercial units are accommodated within attractive buildings with well-maintained 

shopfronts.  However, the centre experiences high levels of vehicular traffic and a poor 

quality public realm, which are factors that have a significant impact on the quality of the 

shopping environment.  Whilst the centre performs relatively well in terms of accessibility, 

the level of vehicular traffic, particularly along King Street, acts to constrain pedestrian 

movement and there is some evidence of conflict between vehicles and pedestrians. 

 

6.19 Overall, it is considered that Wigton is a relatively healthy centre performing an important 

top-up shopping and service role for residents of the town.  However, the level of vehicular 

traffic and quality of the public realm are notable weaknesses of the centre. 
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Silloth 

 

6.20 Silloth is a small village occupying a relatively isolated location on the Solway Firth.  The 

centre comprises of a block of several streets laid out in a grid pattern with the primary 

shopping area concentrated at the junction of Eden Street and Criffel Street.  Silloth benefits 

from a high quality townscape based on its Victorian origins as a seaside resort and the 

centre falls within the Conservation Area boundary.  The retail and commercial units are 

contained within high quality buildings with shop frontages that are generally well 

maintained and of a good physical appearance and there is also a large area of public open 

space to the western edge of the village centre. 

 

6.21 The convenience goods offer within the centre is focused on top-up shopping and includes a 

Co-Operative foodstore and a Spar, as well as a small number of independent units.  The 

range and quality of the comparison offer is also considered to be relatively good 

commensurate to the size and role of the centre and Silloth also benefits from a strong 

service offer.  There are also a limited number of tourism related uses within the centre, in 

the form of two amusement arcades.  The Green also accommodates a range of festivals and 

events throughout the year.  There are currently no vacant units within Silloth which is a 

further positive indicator of the centre’s vitality and viability. 

 

6.22 Overall, Silloth is considered to be a healthy village centre perfoming an important localised 

role serving the immediate area. 

 

Aspatria 

 

6.23 Aspatria is a small linear centre with a scattered grouping of retail and commercial 

properties along Queen Street, Market Place and King Street mixed with mostly residential 

uses.  There is a relatively strong representation of convenience goods outlets within the 

centre catering predominantly for top-up shopping requirements, including a Co-Operative 

store and a range of independent outlets.  The centre also accommodates a good range of 

service uses and, whilst the comparison sector is relatively limited, it is considered that the 
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level of non-food provision is reflective of the role and function of Aspatria and is not 

considered to be a significant weakness of the centre. 

 

6.24 The quality of the built environment in the centre is fair and, whilst some of the individual 

shop units would benefit from a degree of investment, Aspatria offers a relatively pleasant 

shopping environment with little evidence of crime or anti-social behaviour. 

 

6.25 Overall, it is considered that Aspatria continues to perfom an important local function 

providing top-up shopping and service facilities for residents and is a vital and viable centre. 
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7. RETAIL CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

 

Population Data and Forecasts 

 

7.1 A Retail Planner demographic and expenditure report has been obtained from Experian for 

the Allerdale study area, divided into its five constituent zones.  The report shows existing 

population estimates for 2013, based on the 2011 Census figures of usual residents.  The 

2013 resident populations by zone are shown in the table below.  The total population in the 

study area in 2013 is 97,811.  This total is slightly larger than the 2013 population estimate 

for Allerdale Borough of 96,168 using the ONS 2012-based projections because of the 

inclusion in the study area of small areas within postcodes that lie outside the Borough 

boundary. 

 

7.2 The Retail Planner report also provides population projections for each zone.  However, it is 

more reliable for the purposes of this study to use population forecasts by zone based on 

the future distribution of housing growth by settlement in Allerdale.  The Local Plan shows 

the planned allocations of new housing by settlement and these figures have been 

aggregated into zones.  The planned housing allocation in Keswick has also been included 

based on the Lake District Local Plan.  Details are shown in Appendix 5A. 

 

7.3 The forecast years are 2019, 2024 and 2029.  The ONS 2012-based population projections 

for Allerdale Borough show that very little change is forecast between 2013 and 2019.  

Between 2019 and 2024 a small increase is forecast, followed by a decrease to 2029.  

Because of the difference in the total population of the study area and in Allerdale Borough 

in 2013, the forecasts of total population are based on the change in total population in each 

time period rather than the actual population of the Borough in each forecast year.  Total 

population in the study area in each forecast year has been disaggregated into the five study 

area zones using the proportions of housing development in each zone.  
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Zone 2013 2019 2024 2029 

1  Wigton 19,073 19,074 19,089 19,026 

2  Maryport 16,227 16,228 16,246 16,172 

3  Cockermouth 17,351 17,352 17,365 17,311 

4  Keswick 10,051 10,051 10,055 10,040 

5  Workington 35,109 35,111 35,139 35,023 

Total 97,811 97,816 97,894 97,572 

 

Retail Expenditure Estimates and Forecasts 

 

7.4 Appendix 5B shows existing population and retail expenditure per person for the five zones 

that comprise the Allerdale study area.  The table below shows expenditure per person in 

each zone in convenience and comparison goods.  The expenditure figures are compared 

with the UK averages shown in the Experian Retail Planner report in the form of percentages 

of the UK base.  All monetary figures are in 2013 prices. 

 

Zone Expenditure per person 

(2013 prices) 

Percent of UK base 

Convenience 

£ 

Comparison 

£ 

Convenience 

% 

Comparison 

% 

1  Wigton 2,205 3,251 109 107 

2  Maryport 1,949 2,606 96 85 

3  Cockermouth 2,317 3,624 114 119 

4  Keswick 2,300 3,461 113 113 

5  Workington 2,032 2,773 100 91 

 

7.5 The table shows that in convenience goods most zones have a level of expenditure per 

person at least as high as the UK average.  Only the Maryport zone has a convenience 

spending per person below the national average.  In comparison goods three zones have a 

level of expenditure per head higher than the UK average, as high as 19% above the national 

average in Cockermouth.  Two zones (Maryport and Workington) have a relatively low level 

of comparison spending per person.  
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7.6 The convenience goods expenditure per person has to be adjusted to exclude spending on 

non-store retail sales (or special forms of trading) such as Internet shopping.  The proportion 

of non-store retailing in convenience goods nationally in 2013 shown in the Experian Retail 

Planner Briefing Note 12.1 (October 2014) is 2.3%, adjusted to exclude Internet / home 

delivery purchases that are sourced from foodstores.  Multiplying population by spending 

per person in each zone (excluding non-retail sales) gives total convenience goods spending 

by zone.  The total spending by residents on convenience goods in 2013 is £203.55 million.  

The calculations are shown in detail in Appendix 5B. 

 

7.7 The comparison goods expenditure per person also has to be adjusted to exclude spending 

on non-store retail sales such as Internet shopping.  The proportion of non-store retailing in 

comparison goods nationally in 2013 shown in the Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 12.1 

is 11.1%.  Multiplying population by spending per person in each zone (excluding non-store 

retail sales) gives total comparison goods spending by zone.  The total spending by residents 

on comparison goods in 2012 is £266.09 million.  The calculations are also shown in 

Appendix 5B. 

 

7.8 Expenditure has been projected forward to 2029 using forecasts in Experian Retail Planner 

Briefing Note 12.1 (October 2014).  The forecasts of retail expenditure per head are from the 

Experian business strategies model of disaggregated consumer spending.  They are not just 

trend-based but take account of economic cycles in the UK economy.  The average annual 

forecast growth rates are shown in the table contained overleaf.  The annual growth rates in 

Appendix 3 of Briefing Note 12.1 have been adjusted by Experian to allow for future changes 

in non-store retail sales taking account the extent of trading via traditional floorspace.  In 

convenience goods the proportion of non-store retail sales adjusted for SFT sales from stores 

is forecast to increase to about 5% in the next 15 years.  In comparison goods the proportion 

of non-store retail sales adjusted for SFT sales from stores is forecast to increase to about 

16% in the next 15 years.   No further adjustments are needed to the figures published by 

Experian.  
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Expenditure Growth 

per person per annum 

Convenience 

Goods 

Comparison 

Goods 

2013 -1.8% +3.9% 

2014 -0.8% +4.9% 

2015 +0.2% +3.5% 

2016 +0.2% +2.2% 

2017-2021 (annual average) +0.3% pa +2.4% pa 

2022-2029 (annual average) +0.6% pa +3.4% pa 

 

7.9 The forecasts indicate a significantly higher growth in expenditure on comparison goods 

than on convenience goods.  In convenience goods the rate of growth is forecast to increase 

after 2015 to a rate which is similar to that experienced nationally over the past 10-20 years.  

In comparison goods the rate of growth is forecast to be lower than that experienced 

nationally over the past 10-20 years but it is expected to increase in the longer term. 

 

7.10 The population forecasts have been combined with retail expenditure per person by zone 

(adjusted to exclude non-store retailing) in future years to forecast total expenditure in the 

study area.  Details are shown in Appendix 5C for convenience goods and comparison goods.  

The expenditure forecasts for the study area excluding non-store retailing are summarised 

below. 

 

Expenditure Forecasts 

(2013 prices) 

2013 

£m 

2019 

£m 

2024 

£m 

2029 

£m 

Convenience Goods 203.55 204.57 209.69 215.36 

Comparison Goods 266.09 317.05 367.81 433.33 

 

7.11 Based on the forecasts of population and expenditure per person, in convenience goods the 

forecast expenditure growth in the study area is 0.5% to 2019; 3% to 2024; and 6% to 2029.  

In comparison goods the forecast growth in expenditure is significantly greater with a 

growth of 19% to 2019; 38% to 2024; and 63% to 2029.  These forecasts of expenditure 
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growth take account of expenditure growth rates which are based on economic prospects as 

well as past trends and which fully take account of the growth in Internet shopping in the 

next 10-20 years. 

 

Expenditure Flows 

 

7.12 The base year expenditure data has been combined with market shares of expenditure by 

zone derived from the household survey to estimate expenditure flows in 2013 to the main 

town centres. 

 

7.13 Appendix 5D gives details of expenditure flows for convenience goods using the market 

shares of stores in each zone for main food shopping and top-up food shopping applied to 

the expenditure of residents in each zone.  Main food and top-up shopping expenditure is 

combined to show all convenience goods expenditure flows. 

 

7.14 Appendix 5E gives details of expenditure flows for comparison goods using the market 

shares of stores in each zone for clothes and footwear, furniture and furnishings, electrical 

goods, DIY / hardware / garden products, and other non-food goods applied to the 

expenditure of residents in each zone.  All the comparison goods categories are combined to 

show all comparison goods expenditure flows. 

 

7.15 The final columns of the tables in Appendices 5D and 5E for all convenience and all 

comparison goods represent the turnover of each store / centre that is derived for spending 

by residents of Allerdale. 

 

Visitor Spending 

 

7.16 In the 2009 Retail Study visitor spending was estimated using data from the STEAM Report 

for 2007 prepared by Cumbria Tourism on tourist expenditure in Allerdale.  Allerdale Council 

have been able to provide up-to-date information from Cumbria Tourism for 2013 in current 

prices which indicates that total visitor spending on shopping in Allerdale was £32.86m.  The 

2009 study used a split of visitor spending on shopping of 70% on non-food shopping and 
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30% on food shopping.  We have not been able to obtain any more up-to-date information 

on this split and using the same ratios we estimate total visitor spending on shopping in 

Allerdale to be £23.00m on comparison goods and £9.86m on convenience goods. 

 

7.17 No data is available on visitor numbers or spending for individual towns.  The 2009 study 

allocated visitor spending between towns pro rata to the turnover of centres from residents’ 

expenditure.  We use the same approach in this study and the amount of visitor spending in 

each town is assumed to be proportional to the turnover from residents in convenience and 

comparison goods.  Keswick is included in the tables because it forms part of the analysis of 

retail expenditure by visitors.  These figures are used in the capacity analysis to obtain a 

complete picture of retail turnover in each centre. 

 

Centre Convenience goods 

(£m) 

Comparison goods 

(£m) 

Workington 5.48 17.05 

Cockermouth 2.07 3.19 

Maryport 0.28 0.64 

Wigton 1.12 1.00 

Aspatria 0.13 0.18 

Silloth 0.09 - 

Keswick 0.57 0.94 

Local shops 0.13 - 

Total 9.86 23.00 

 

Survey-based Turnover in Centres 

 

7.18 The tables below show the turnover estimates for centres and out-of-centre retailing in 

Allerdale in convenience and comparison goods including the estimates of visitor spending.  

Keswick is included in the tables because it forms part of the analysis of retail expenditure by 

residents. 
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Centre Convenience Goods 

Turnover from Residents 

2013 

(£m) 

Comparison Goods 

Turnover from Residents 

2013 

(£m) 

Workington town centre 7.65 99.99 

Tesco, Workington 22.13 - 

Morrisons, Workington 25.91 - 

Derwent Howe, Workington - 19.68 

Asda, Workington 29.62 2.32 

Dunmail Park, Workington - 9.47 

Workington other stores 17.64 2.40 

Cockermouth 38.97 25.03 

Maryport 5.14 4.99 

Wigton 21.03 7.84 

Aspatria 2.40 1.40 

Silloth 1.66 0.06 

Keswick 10.64 7.38 

Local shops 2.48 - 

Total 185.27 180.56 

 

7.19 Comparing these turnover estimates with the figures in the 2009 Retail Study, there have 

been some notable changes: 

 

 In convenience goods the turnover of Tesco and Morrisons in Workington has 

declined significantly since 2009.  The new Asda store opened in 2010 and has taken 

market share from the other stores. 

 Convenience turnover in Maryport has also fallen and this is also likely to be due to 

the opening of Asda, which has the largest market share of convenience shopping in 

the Maryport zone. 

 In comparison goods, the turnover of Workington town centre and Derwent Howe 

has declined since 2009.  This reflects a fall in consumer spending on comparison in 
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recent years and also the growth of Internet shopping which has taken trade from 

shops. 

 

Catchment Areas 

 

7.20 The final tables in Appendices 5D and 5E show expenditure flows between zones and stores 

/ centres.  These tables enable the catchment areas of the main centres to be defined.  The 

following tables show the percentage of spending going to each of the main towns that is 

drawn from the five zones for convenience and comparison goods. 

 

Convenience Goods Zone 1 

Wigton 

Zone 2 

Maryport 

Zone 3 

Cockermouth 

Zone 4 

Keswick 

Zone 5 

Workington 

Workington Town Centre 0% 13% 11% 0% 76% 

Workington Other Stores 5% 22% 8% 1% 64% 

Cockermouth 5% 7% 73% 12% 3% 

Maryport 6% 92% 3% 0% 0% 

Wigton 90% 2% 2% 5% 1% 

      

Comparison Goods Zone 1 

Wigton 

Zone 2 

Maryport 

Zone 3 

Cockermth 

Zone 4 

Keswick 

Zone 5 

Workington 

Workington Town Centre 3% 17% 15% 9% 56% 

Workington Other Stores 3% 25% 16% 3% 54% 

Cockermouth 3% 6% 73% 12% 7% 

Maryport 10% 69% 18% 0% 3% 

Wigton 96% 0% 0% 4% 0% 

 

7.21 Workington draws its trade predominantly from Zones 5 (Workington), 2 (Maryport) and 3 

(Cockermouth) in convenience and comparison goods.  It also draws some trade from Zone 4 

(Keswick) in comparison goods but not in convenience goods.  Cockermouth draws its 

convenience and comparison trade predominantly from Zone 3 (Cockermouth) followed by 

Zone 4 (Keswick).  Maryport draws its convenience trade almost exclusively from Zone 2 

(Maryport) as well as the vast majority of its comparison trade but some comparison trade is 

also drawn from Zone 3 (Cockermouth).  Wigton draws almost all of its convenience and 

comparison trade from Zone 1 (Wigton).  
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7.22 The catchment areas for the capacity analysis in this study are defined as follows.  These are 

the ‘primary catchment areas’ from which each centre draws the vast majority of its trade 

(at least 90% or 85% in the case of Cockermouth). 

 

Centre Convenience Goods Comparison Goods 

Workington Zone 5 Workington 

Zone 2 Maryport 

Zone 3 Cockermouth 

Zone 5 Workington 

Zone 2 Maryport 

Zone 3 Cockermouth 

Zone 4 Keswick 

Cockermouth Zone 3 Cockermouth 

Zone 4 Keswick 

Zone 3 Cockermouth 

Zone 4 Keswick 

Maryport Zone 2 Maryport 

 

Zone 2 Maryport 

Zone 3 Cockermouth 

Wigton Zone 1 Wigton Zone 1 Wigton 

 

Market Share Approach 

 

7.23 In this Study the quantitative capacity for retail development is assessed based on the 

expenditure forecasts and the extent of trade retention within the catchment areas of each 

of the main centres – Workington, Cockermouth, Maryport and Wigton.  The small centres 

of Aspatria and Silloth have very localised catchments and the study does not make any 

assessment of capacity for future retail development in these centres. 

 

7.24 We have adopted a market-share approach to the capacity analysis, based on the market 

shares of each centre in convenience and comparison goods.  This is the conventional 

approach to assessing capacity and is the approach suggested in the section of the Planning 

Practice Guidance on Ensuring the Vitality of Town Centres.  For each centre expenditure in 

the base year 2013 is compared with the survey-based turnover of the centre estimated 

from the household survey data on shopping patterns and expenditure by zone.  The 

amount of spending in the centre from the catchment area represents its market share or 

retention level as a percentage of total spending.  The scope for new retail floorspace in the 

centre depends on expenditure growth and on the extent to which the retention level may 
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increase in the future.  Any potential for clawback of leakage will increase the retention 

level.  

 

7.25 Capacity is assessed for the forecast years 2019, 2024 and 2029.  The capacity analysis is 

carried out for convenience and comparison goods in line with the advice in the NPPF and 

Planning Practice Guidance.  An assessment is made of the potential for an increase in 

market shares or retention levels and the amount of expenditure retained, taking account of 

commitments and the extent to which each of the main centres could increase its attraction 

for shopping relative to other centres.  In comparison goods it is necessary to allow for an 

increase in turnover in existing shops to reflect the trend towards improvement in sales 

productivity over time as shops become more efficient.  The latest advice from Experian is 

that in convenience goods no further increase in sales productivity is likely and no allowance 

needs to be made for it in the forecasts.  In comparison goods sales productivity is projected 

to increase by an average of 2.5% per annum throughout the period to 2029.  This rate of 

change is slightly below the forecast annual growth in comparison expenditure, therefore 

some growth in spending potential is anticipated in comparison goods. 

 

7.26 Subtracting the future turnover of existing shops from the amount of expenditure retained 

gives the surplus capacity in each forecast year.  An allowance must then be made for any 

commitments for new retail development.  After allowing for commitments the analysis 

shows the amount of residual capacity in the catchment area.  The residual capacity in the 

form of expenditure capacity is expressed as floorspace capacity by applying appropriate 

sales densities. 

 

Retention Levels 

 

7.27 The existing retention levels for the main centres within their catchment areas are shown 

overleaf. 
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Centre Convenience Goods Comparison Goods 

Workington 74% 63% 

Cockermouth 63% 29% 

Maryport 17% 5% 

Wigton 51% 14% 

 

7.28 In convenience goods, Workington has a relatively high retention level but the catchment 

includes Cockermouth and Sainsbury’s in Cockermouth has a significant market share of 

convenience spending in Zone 3.  Cockermouth and Wigton have a moderate retention level 

but there is leakage from the Cockermouth zone to the large foodstores in Workington and 

from the Wigton zone to foodstores in Carlisle.  Maryport has a low retention level for 

convenience goods, with a high level of leakage to Asda and other stores in Workington. 

 

7.29 There is potential for the future retention level in Workington to increase slightly to 76% but 

the potential for Workington to increase its market share is limited by the approval of a new 

Lidl store in Maryport which will tend to reduce leakage of spending to Workington by 

Maryport residents.  The future retention level in Maryport is estimated to increase to 28% 

as a result of the development of the new Lidl store in the town.  Cockermouth’s market 

share for convenience goods could increase if there was a reduction in leakage to 

Workington.  There is potential for an increase in the retention level in Cockermouth to 68%.  

With no new foodstore committed in Wigton, the convenience retention level is expected to 

remain unchanged in the future. 

 

7.30 In comparison goods, Workington has a relatively high retention level of 63%.  This figure is 

influenced by comparison spending in Cockermouth and by leakage to Carlisle from the 

Workington catchment zones.  The Cockermouth catchment area has a lower retention level 

of 29% because of leakage to Workington and Carlisle.  Wigton and Maryport have low 

retention levels.  There is a significant leakage of comparison spending from the Maryport 

catchment area to Workington and from the Wigton catchment area to Carlisle. 

 

7.31 The future comparison retention levels of all the centres are expected to increase slightly.  In 

particular, Workington has the potential to increase its market share for comparison 
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shopping by increasing its attraction relative to Carlisle.  As the economy improves and 

consumer spending recovers, there is an opportunity for Workington to retain more 

comparison trade from local residents that is currently being lost to Carlisle. 

 

Expenditure Capacity 

 

7.32 The detailed capacity analysis tables are included in Appendix 5F for convenience goods and 

Appendix 5G for comparison goods.  The tables take account of expenditure forecasts for 

each catchment area, changes in the retention level, the future turnover of centres and 

visitor spending to assess surplus expenditure capacity.  Allowance is made for commitments 

for new retail development to assess residual capacity.  Expenditure capacity is shown in the 

tables below. 

 

2019 

 

Convenience Capacity 

(£m) 

Comparison Capacity 

(£m) 

Workington 9.4 28.5 

Cockermouth 5.4 6.0 

Maryport 0.1 1.7 

Wigton 1.2 2.0 

 

2024 

 

Convenience Capacity 

(£m) 

Comparison Capacity 

(£m) 

Workington 12.2 37.5 

Cockermouth 6.5 7.8 

Maryport 0.3 2.1 

Wigton 1.7 2.5 

 

2029 

 

Convenience Capacity 

(£m) 

Comparison Capacity 

(£m) 

Workington 15.3 52.4 

Cockermouth 7.7 10.8 
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Maryport 0.6 2.8 

Wigton 2.4 3.5 

 

Floorspace Capacity 

 

7.33 Based on the assessments of expenditure capacity, an assessment has been made of 

floorspace capacity in each centre.  A consistent approach has been adopted to converting 

expenditure capacity to floorspace capacity, using generic sales densities in terms of 

turnover per sq.m. of gross shopping floorspace.  Experian have produced an Addendum to 

Retail Planner Briefing Note 12.1 on retail sales density which shows the average sales 

densities for convenience and comparison goods in the UK in 2013.  These averages are 

based on total retail sales adjusted for non-store retailing divided by total retail floorspace.  

The floorspace is derived from Goad surveys and represents gross floorspace.  The averages 

are £8,900 per sq.m. gross in convenience goods and £4,200 per sq.m. gross in comparison 

goods.  The sales density in comparison goods is projected to increase at a rate of 2.5% per 

annum. 

 

7.34 In convenience goods the sales densities can vary widely between discount foodstores and 

the supermarkets operated by the leading food retailers.  The range is between about 

£4,000 per sq.m. and £12,000 per sq.m. net, equivalent to about £3,000 to £9,000 per sq.m. 

gross.  Therefore the average figure we have adopted of £8,900 per sq.m. gross is at the 

upper end of the range and represents a floorspace requirement that is typical of the leading 

food retailers.  Applying a lower sales density to the expenditure would result in a larger 

floorspace capacity.  In comparison goods the average sales density of £4,200 per sq.m. 

gross is equivalent to a net sales density of around £6,000 per sq.m. which is typical of 

modern comparison goods floorspace in town centres. 

 

7.35 The expenditure capacity figures shown above are presented in the form of floorspace 

capacity in the following tables, expressed as gross floorspace (rounded) based on the 

figures in Appendices 5F and 5G. 
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Workington 

 

2019 

(sq.m. gross) 

2024 

(sq.m. gross) 

2029 

(sq.m. gross) 

Convenience 1,050 1,370 1,720 

Comparison  5,810 6,810 8,460 

 

Cockermouth 

 

2019 

(sq.m. gross) 

2024 

(sq.m. gross) 

2029 

(sq.m. gross) 

Convenience 600 730 870 

Comparison  1,190 1,380 1,690 

 

Maryport 

 

2019 

(sq.m. gross) 

2024 

(sq.m. gross) 

2029 

(sq.m. gross) 

Convenience 10 40 60 

Comparison  340 380 450 

 

Wigton 

 

2019 

(sq.m. gross) 

2024 

(sq.m. gross) 

2029 

(sq.m. gross) 

Convenience 130 200 270 

Comparison  400 460 560 

 

7.36 In Workington there is adequate capacity in convenience goods for another medium-

sized supermarket.  Although floorspace capacity in Workington has been calculated 

using a high sales density, the expenditure capacity is more than sufficient in the short 

term to support a discount foodstore with a lower sales density.  In comparison goods 

Workington has capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, even in the short 

term, and a significant floorspace capacity in the longer term. 

 

7.37 Cockermouth has a moderate capacity in convenience goods which could support 

another medium-sized supermarket. As in Workington, floorspace capacity in 

Cockermouth has been calculated using a high sales density, but the expenditure 

capacity is more than sufficient in the short term to support a discount foodstore with a 
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lower sales density.  Cockermouth also has a reasonable capacity for additional 

comparison shop units. 

 

7.38 Maryport does not have any floorspace capacity in convenience goods in addition to the 

Lidl discount foodstore which has been included as a commitment.  There is a limited 

capacity for further comparison floorspace in Maryport.  Wigton has a small floorspace 

capacity in convenience goods and a limited capacity for further comparison floorspace.  
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8.  QUALITATIVE NEED 

  

8.1 Information on qualitative need is available from our observation of the main centres, the 

detailed health checks and the household survey.  The health checks provide an assessment 

of the strengths and weaknesses of each centre.  The household survey included Questions 

33 to 35 on likes and dislikes about particular centres and the need for changes and 

improvements in centres.  Because of the sample size it is only possible to present a detailed 

assessment based on the household survey for Workington and Cockermouth, and a more 

limited assessment for Wigton and Maryport.  Qualitative need is assessed in this Section for 

each centre. 

 

Workington 

 

8.2 Workington has a wide range of shops and services.  The town centre has a reasonable offer 

of convenience stores but lacks a large supermarket.  It has a strong comparison goods offer, 

including national multiple retailers, and a good representation of service uses. The shopping 

environment is generally good.  We consider Workington to have a moderate level of vitality 

and viability with the comparison goods offer and accessibility of the centre being particular 

strengths.  However, the centre does continue to exhibit certain signs of weakness, most 

notably the range and quality of the convenience offer, the quality of the built environment 

in certain areas and the presence of prominent vacant units. 

 

8.3 The household survey shows the following likes and dislikes about Workington town centre 

among respondents who said it is the centre they visit most for shopping and leisure 

activities. 
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8.4 Workington town centre is most popular for shopping and leisure activities because it is 

close to where people live.  The retail offer in the town centre in terms of non-food shops, 

chain stores and independent shops does not have a particularly large attraction for 

shoppers.  
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8.5 More than half the respondents who mostly visit Workington for shopping and leisure 

activities said there is nothing or very little they dislike about it.  This is a positive finding.  It 

is significantly higher than the number who said there is nothing or very little they like about 

Workington.  Of those who made a negative response, the main dislike is about the 

availability and cost of car parking. 

 

 

 

8.6 Reflecting the general satisfaction about Workington town centre, a third of respondents 

said that no changes or improvements are needed.  Of those that mentioned changes or 

improvements, the main concern is about the need for more parking spaces and cheaper 

parking.  The need for improvements in the retail offer is not as evident. 

 

Cockermouth 

 

8.7 Cockermouth is an attractive market town offering a high quality shopping environment.  

The town centre is anchored by a Sainsbury’s foodstore and also accommodates a good 

range of independent convenience outlets.  The centre also provides a reasonable range of 

comparison goods outlets, dominated by independent retailers.  There is a low 

representation of national multiple retailers but this is offset by the quality and range of the 
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independent retail offer.  There is a high proportion of service uses within the town centre.  

Cockermouth has a high quality shopping environment, helped by a low level of vacant 

properties, attractive buildings and shopfronts, and public realm improvements.  We 

consider Cockermouth to be a healthy town centre with a high level of vitality and viability. 

 

8.8 The household survey shows the following likes and dislikes about Cockermouth town centre 

among respondents who said it is the centre they visit most for shopping and leisure 

activities. 

 

 

 

8.9 As in Workington, Cockermouth town centre is most popular for shopping and leisure 

activities because it is close to where people live.  However, in Cockermouth the presence of 

independent shops is also an important factor in the attraction of the centre, together with 

the attractive environment.  The retail offer in the town centre appears to be less significant. 
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8.10 Two-thirds of the respondents who mostly visit Cockermouth for shopping and leisure 

activities said there is nothing or very little they dislike about it.  This is a very positive 

finding. It is significantly higher than the number who said there is nothing or very little they 

like about Cockermouth.  Of those who have dislikes, the only concern is about the 

availability and cost of car parking but the percentages are low. 
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8.11 Almost half of those respondents who mostly visit Cockermouth town centre said that no 

changes or improvements are needed.  Of those that mentioned changes or improvements, 

the main concern is about the need for more parking spaces.  Other changes or 

improvements do not appear to be particularly needed. 

 

Wigton 

 

8.12 Wigton has a good range of shops and services.  There is a reasonable representation of 

convenience goods shops, anchored by the Co-operative supermarket, and a wide range of 

comparison goods retailers, predominently independents.  There is a particularly strong 

representation of service uses in the town centre.  Wigton currently has no vacant units in 

the town centre.  The environmental quality of Wigton is reasonable.  The built environment 

in the town centre is of a high quality. 

 

8.13 Unlike Workington and Cockermouth, the number of respondents who said they mostly visit 

Wigton town centre for shopping and leisure activities is small, only 21 in the weighted 

sample.  Therefore the household survey findings on qualitative need should be treated with 

caution but it is possible to make general observations. 
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8.14 Wigton is popular mostly because of its independent shops and attractive environment.  The 

vast majority of respondents said there is nothing or very little they dislike about it. 
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8.15 Again most respondents consider that no changes or improvements are needed in Wigton 

town centre.  The limited responses on particular needs are too small to be given any 

weight. 

 

Maryport 

 

8.16 Maryport is a compact centre with a reasonable representation of convenience goods stores 

focused primarily on top-up shopping requirements and the convenience offer of the town 

will be enhanced by the construction of a Lidl store granted planning permission in February 

2015.  The non-food and service offer of the town centre is however relatively limited.  The 

built environment is of reasonable quality and certain environmental improvements have 

been undertaken in recent years, however, Maryport has a relatively high vacancy rate and 

the presence of vacant street level property has an adverse impact on the shopping 

environment. 

 

8.17 Respondents like Maryport town centre mostly because it is close to home.  Most 

respondents said there is nothing or very little they dislike about it.  In terms of changes or 

improvements the main response is the need for more parking spaces. 

 

Aspatria 

 

8.18 Aspatria is a small retail centre with a limited number of shops and services.  It has a 

relatively low vacancy rate and the quality of the environment is reasonable.  The centre 

appears well-used and is considered to be a vital and viable centre performing a localised 

role serving the immediate surrounding area. 

 

8.19 Because of the localised role of Aspatria, only 2 respondents said it is the centre they visit 

most for shopping and leisure activities.  No particular likes or dislikes can be highlighted and 

no particular needs for changes or improvements were identified. 
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Silloth 

 

8.20 Silloth is also a small centre.  Its retail offer reflects the role of the centre as a tourist 

destination.  There is a strong representation of service uses and a reasonably good 

representation of convenience and comparison goods shops.  Silloth’s main attraction is its 

high environmental quality.  Overall, Silloth is considered to be a healthy centre with a high 

level of vitality and viability.  It’s main strength is its attraction to tourists and high quality 

of environment. 

 

8.21 Like Aspatria, Silloth has a localised role and only 2 respondents said it is the centre they visit 

most for shopping and leisure activities.  It is liked because it is close to home.  There are no 

particular dislikes and no particular needs for changes or improvements were identified. 
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9 COMMERCIAL LEISURE USES 

 

9.1 This section of the Retail Study assesses the potential for a range of commercial leisure uses 

within Allerdale, including cinemas; ten-pin bowling; health and fitness clubs; and bingo halls. 

 

Cinemas 

 

9.2 The existing cinema provision within Allerdale comprises of the six-screen Plaza Cinema at 

Dunmail Retail Park, Workington and the Kirkgate Cinema within Cockermouth.  The existing 

cinemas within the Borough are operated by independent operators and none of the 

national cinema operators (Cineworld, Empire, Odeon, Showcase, Vue) are currently 

represented within Allerdale. 

 

9.3 In total, 47.1% of respondents to the household survey stated that they visit the cinema 

which is broadly consistent with the national participation rate of approximately 48%.  Of 

the respondents that visit the cinema, 77.4% visit the Plaza Cinema with only 0.4% visiting 

the Kirkgate Centre.  The other main cinema destinations amongst respondents were the 

Alhambra Cinema in Keswick (7.3%) and the Vue Cinema in Carlisle (10.7%). 

 

9.4 The current retention of cinema trips within Allerdale is relatively high at 73.6% and 

participation rates are similar to the UK average.  It is therefore considered that there would 

be limited scope to increase retention and participation rates across the Borough. 

 

9.5 In order to assess the quantitative need for additional cinema screens across Allerdale over 

the Plan period, we have sought to convert the forecast population of the study area into a 

total number of cinema screens based on the current national average.  There are currently 

a total of 3,947 cinema screens across the UK, which equates to 16,240 people per screen 

based upon a total UK population of 64.1 million.  The cinema screen requirement across 

Allerdale is therefore calculated as follows: 
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 2013 2019 2024 2029 

Study Area Population 97,811 97,816 97,894 97,572 

Screen Potential1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 

Existing Screens in Allerdale 7 7 7 7 

Screen Requirement -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 

1
 Population / 16,240 people per screen  

 

9.6  It is therefore apparent that there is a marginal oversupply of cinema screens across 

Allerdale in quantitative terms.  The population of the Borough is forecast to remain 

relatively static to 2029 and, as such, there will be no increase in population that will 

generate capacity for additional cinema provision over the plan period. 

 

9.7 It is not therefore considered necessary for the LPA to proactively plan for further cinema 

facilities across the Borough and we would advise that, should proposals come forward for 

additional facilities, they be judged on their own merits in accordance with prevailing 

policies on main town centre use development. 

 

Ten-Pin Bowling 

 

9.8 Eclipse Bowling at Derwent Howe Estate in Workington is the only ten pin bowling facility 

within Allerdale.  The bowling alley is located approximately 750m to the west of 

Workington Town Centre and provides 12 lanes.  In total, 19.9% of respondents to the 

household survey stated that they visit ten pin bowling facilities, with 82.1% of those 

respondents visiting facilities in Workington. 

 

9.9 There were 5,773 bowling lanes within the UK in 2011, equating to one lane per 10,965 

people.  In order to assess the quantitative need for further ten-pin bowling facilities across 

Allerdale, we have therefore sought to apply the 2011 UK average to the forecast population 

within the Study Area, as detailed within the table contained overleaf: 
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 2013 2019 2024 2029 

Study Area Population 97,811 97,816 97,894 97,572 

Bowling Lane Potential1 9.14 9.15 9.15 9.12 

Existing Lanes in Allerdale 12 12 12 12 

Quantitative Requirement -2.86 -2.85 -2.85 -2.85 

 1 
Population / 10,965 people per lane 

 

9.10 It is therefore apparent that there is a marginal oversupply of bowling lanes across Allerdale 

in quantitative terms.  The population of the Borough is forecast to remain relatively static to 

2029 and there also appears to be limited scope to increase market share and, as such, there 

does not appear to be any requirement for further ten pin bowling development. 

 

9.11 On this basis, it is not considered necessary for the LPA to proactively plan for further ten pin 

bowling facilities across the Borough and we would advise that, should proposals come 

forward for additional ten pin bowling facilities, they be judged on their own merits in 

accordance with prevailing policies on main town centre use development. 

 

Health & Fitness Clubs 

 

9.12 We have identified a total of 13 health and fitness facilities across Allerdale, as follows: 

 

 Workington Leisure Centre & Pool; 

 Curves of Workington; 

 Peak Fitness, Workington; 

 Ted’s Gym, Workington; 

 Intrim Fitness Centre, Workington; 

 Cockermouth Leisure Centre; 

 Lifestyle Fitness, Cockermouth; 

 G&S Fitness, Wigton; 

 Wigton Baths; 

 Netherhall Community Sports Centre, Maryport; 
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 Precise Fitness, Aspatria; 

 Jonti’s Gym, Aspatria; 

 Sollway Fitness Centre, Silloth 

 

9.13 There were 6,112 fitness facilities within the UK in 2014, which equates to one health and 

fitness club per 10,488 people, and 13.2% of the UK population are now registered as 

members of a health and fitness club or publicly owned fitness facility.  A total of 25.9% of 

the respondents to the household survey indicated that they participate in indoor sports, 

health and fitness with the main destinations for such activities being Workington Town 

Centre (37.5%), Cockermouth Town Centre (18.1%), Keswick Town Centre (10.2%), Maryport 

Town Centre (9.0%) and Wigton Town Centre (10.1%). 

 

9.14 There is currently one health and fitness facility within Allerdale per 7,524 people and the 

level of provision, as well as participation rates, are in excess of the current UK average.  The 

population of the Borough is forecast to remain relatively static to 2029, however, there may 

be scope for a limited increase in market share which may generate a need for additional 

facilities.  However, the likely level of need is unlikely to require the LPA to proactively plan 

for further health and fitness facilities across the Borough and we would advise that, should 

proposals come forward for additional facilities, they be judged on their own merits in 

accordance with prevailing policies on main town centre use development. 

 

Bingo Halls 

 

9.15 The only bingo hall within Allerdale is Opera Bingo on Ladies Walk, Workington.  7.5% of 

respondents to the household survey indicated that they participate in bingo with 68% of 

those respondents last visiting Workington to play bingo and a further 5.4% visiting Carlisle.   

A small proportion of respondents indicated that they last played bingo in smaller 

settlements, including Cockermouth, Wigton, Maryport and Silloth.  However, in view of the 

lack of bingo hall facilities within these settlements, it is assumed that these trips involved 

more informal bingo games. 
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9.16 There were a total of 461 bingo halls in the UK in 2011, equating to one bingo hall per 

137,310 people based on the UK population of 63.3 million in 2011.  There is currently one 

bingo hall serving the Study Area population of 97,811 and, as such, it is considered that the 

existing provision is at the level that we would expect based on the UK average.  The 

population of the Borough is forecast to remain relatively static to 2029 and there also 

appears to be limited scope to increase market share and, as such, there does not appear to 

be any requirement for further bingo hall development. 

 

9.17 On this basis, it is not considered necessary for the LPA to proactively plan for further ten pin 

bowling facilities across the Borough and we would advise that, should proposals come 

forward for additional ten pin bowling facilities, they be judged on their own merits in 

accordance with prevailing policies on main town centre use development. 

 

 


